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The Statue of Liberty has always beckoned
to the other countries of the world to send
us their tired, their poor, their huddled
masses. And just like Lady Liberty herself,
McKinley High School has always welcomed
students of all types into its open arms. 
And in this spirit of diversity and openness,
the yearbook staff would like to use our
1980-81 edition to celebrate the two 
groups of unsung heroes in our hallways, 
our very own . . .
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Through The Looking Glass
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But to me, being a geek means being both open to the world and afraid of it at the same time.
My friends and I were always looking for ways to befriend people, to join any clubs that interested
us, to not miss out on any experience we thought we might learn from or enjoy. And yet, like most
people in life, when you put yourself out there you’re always going to run up against some resistance
— whether it’s from people who don’t like the way you dress or the way you look, or who have a
problem with the way you act or the way you talk, or who think you have a weird sense of humor 
or don’t like that you have one at all or who are simply guarding their group from outsiders and
newcomers. Every time you put yourself out there you’re courting judgment, indifference, failure,
embarrassment, humiliation or, in my case, the simple fact that somebody might just decide to beat
the crap out of you. And this is the part that you’re afraid of.

But what’s great about the geek spirit is that all these obstacles never seem to stop us, and they
never seem to kill our enthusiasm, our optimism and our hunger to experience the world. If the world
knocks us down, we just get up (albeit slowly sometimes), brush ourselves off, regroup and try again.
We keep our sense of humor, we protect our dignity, we talk to our friends about the experience and
then we start again fresh the very next day. And from this we grow and understand how the world
works and eventually figure out how to find our place and our happiness. And even then, we never
stop trying to make it all better. That’s the geek spirit, and it’s the freak spirit, and it’s what I wanted
to show in every episode.

However, there were people from the very beginning who accused us of making a show that 
was too harsh, too depressing and too mean-spirited, because they believed our characters had no
victories at the end of each episode. Obviously, I’ve never agreed with that. Sure, we’re showing life
as it really happens, with all its little cruelties and inequities. And that goes against the theory that
says television shows should be about “fantasy fulfillment” — escapist stories that portray life in a
much better way than you’ve just experienced it after a hard day at work or school. And there’s
nothing wrong with shows like that. But TV is packed with fantasy fulfillment. I wanted to do a series
that showed what we all really go through and how we all survive it. And, to me, the fact that we
survive is the victory, and the fact that we survive with our freak and geek spirit intact is what makes
the victory something to be proud of. Because we know we’ll all keep surviving, no matter what the
bullies of the world throw at us.

Take that, Alan White! (If you just picked this special edition DVD set up because somebody 
told you you ought to and you’ve never seen the show before, then the preceding reference won’t
make sense. But it will soon enough, my friend.)

Freaks and Geeks is one of the proudest accomplishments of my life, and the thought that 
it’ll now be out there forever to find new viewers and to hopefully be discovered by a whole new
generation of freaks and geeks, as they grow up and start having their own freaky and geeky
experiences, makes me happier than you could ever know. I hope that these episodes will show
people that no matter how bad things seem when they’re going through them, there will always 
be a time when they’ll be able to look back on what felt so painful and so important and see it in 
a new light. And that, most importantly, they’ll be able to laugh about it. Oh, granted, sometimes 
it’ll still be so painful that they may only be able to
muster up a chuckle. But as long as you’re chuckling,
you’re alive. And you’re moving forward. And that means
you’re going to keep on discovering the world and the
people in it and you’re going to keep on living your life
with as much humor and optimism as you can.

And that, my friends, is the Freaks and Geeks way.
You all, as always, rock!

PAUL FE IG
Creator/Co-Executive Producer of Freaks and Geeks
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Greetings From
The Front Office!

Hey, gang!
I couldn’t be happier. It finally happened. We’re out on DVD! It’s been a long, hard road to get

these episodes out in their original form with all their original music intact, but what you are now
holding in your hands is the ultimate Freaks and Geeks collection.

Whew.
I guess there’s something that makes sense about the fact that these DVDs were so hard to get

out there. Everything about this show from the very beginning has been like the characters who
populate it. Because Freaks and Geeks is about outsiders. It’s about people who don’t tend to get
the respect of the “normal” world, who are individuals no matter how hard they try to fit in. And,
from the start, this show has been like a freak or a geek who has moved to a new school district. 
It showed up, hoping to be accepted, was introduced to the class, got ignored for a while, but then
found other people who had similar tastes and hopes and dreams, and suddenly it had a home, 
a support group. It felt wanted. It felt appreciated. 

Then, unfortunately, it got cancelled. I think the metaphor kinda falls apart there.
But thanks so much to all of you who have been fans of the show, who kept the pressure on us

to get these DVDs made, who signed the petition on our Web site and who have now laid out some
hard-earned cash to buy this special edition. We owe you big time, because there’s no way it would
have happened without you! (And, quite frankly, I’m excited to finally have good versions of all the
shows for myself — my VHS tapes were starting to look pretty bad. Thanks again!)

I have to tell you, it’s very strange to see your childhood being produced each day by a large
group of talented people. From the set design, costumes and visual style of the episodes — all meant
to show the Midwestern world I grew up in — to the writers and producers, who were helping to
write the stories that were oftentimes based on my own experiences (and many of theirs), to the
perfect cast to the post-production people who pulled it all together technically and helped make 
the soundtrack of my past come to life — everything on this show is accurate to the time and my
hometown: 1980, Mt. Clemens, Michigan. Does this matter to anybody else but me? I’m not really
sure, to be honest. But, hey, I sure enjoy it. I mean, how often do you get to re-create your childhood
on TV? I know, I know, a lot of you are probably asking why anybody would even want to in the 
first place. Well, I’ll tell you.

For me, this journey started back in 1998, when I was driving around the country with a very
low-budget independent feature film I made called Life Sold Separately. As I was out on a long college
tour with the film, driving around from state to state in the Midwest, I decided it was time to write
something I’d been wanting to write for a while: a one-hour TV show about my experiences in high
school while growing up in Michigan. I wanted it to be about the real people I knew, the people I had
never seen portrayed accurately on TV or in movies. I wanted to write about the burnouts, or freaks,
who were always getting in trouble and yet who seemed to be questioning the world around them
more than the school system apparently wanted them to. And I wanted to write about my friends.

I’ll be honest. My friends and I didn’t consider ourselves geeks back then. We knew kids who
were nerdy, who were the super smart kids we knew were going to be valedictorians and eventually
run the world, and yet we weren’t really a part of that group. We simply weren’t that smart. But 
we didn’t exclude them from our group, since our group didn’t exclude anyone. Because we never
really were a group, at least not as far as we were concerned. We were basically awkward, slightly
immature kids who didn’t fit in to any other clique. Looking back, I guess that made us a group,
which I then chose to call “geeks” when I started writing the script (and, hey, it rhymes with “freaks,”
right?). Hey, if we can’t label everything in life, then what’s the point in living, right? Uh . . . I’ll get
back to you on that one.
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Q: Is this the end of Freaks and Geeks?

A: No. I shall use the warm feelings that this
country showers on this show to prolong my
career well past the point where I have stopped
making quality work. I will use the credit to
secure a job on a mediocre sitcom, where I will
not pitch any jokes in the writers’ room. Instead 
I will bore everyone with stories about the
making of Freaks and Geeks and make sure to
mention at least twice a night that that show was
much better than this show. When the show is

cancelled, I will be unable to secure another job
and will be forced to teach at USC, where I will
make the kids listen to the commentary tracks 
on this DVD over and over and over and over,
never listening to their screams for mercy. 
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Q: Why did it take so long for this DVD 
to come out?

A: That’s a very good question. There is a lot 
of fantastic music in the show, probably more
music than any show has ever dared use. In
order to release this package we had to ask
every artist’s permission to use their music
again, negotiate a price and then find a video
distributor who was willing to pay that price.
Sounds easy, huh? There aren’t a lot of DVDs
coming out of shows that lasted less than one
season. Try convincing someone that a program
that very few people watched on TV will become
a blockbuster on video. Shout! Factory believed
in us enough to take the risk. I hope they are
still in business next year.

Q: Why are there so many commentary
tracks? Who the hell do you think you are,
Quentin Tarantino? It’s just a TV show,
dammit! Get over yourselves!

A: Hey! There’s no need to get so angry. No, 
we do not think the show is so important that 
it demands almost 30 commentary tracks. It
probably only needed one, but you have to

understand, we miss each other. Recording
commentary tracks was a great way to see each
other and pretend the show wasn’t cancelled many
years ago. If you don’t like them, then just listen
to the one where Mr. Rosso, Mr. Kowchevski and
Mr. Fredricks comment on the show in character.
That’s the only one I can sit through without
wanting to rip out my own voice box.

Q: How are the kids from the show doing?
Will we see any of them on E! True
Hollywood Story any time soon?

A: Everyone is doing great. Martin Starr has a
Mohawk, Samm Levine has a minor gambling
problem, Natasha Melnick cut her long hair short,
Linda Cardellini is kind of a blonde, Jason Segel
sleeps during the day and stays up all night,
James Franco is in Prague working, Seth Rogen...
I can’t even say what he does, Busy is shooting 
a film with the Wayans brothers, and they are
getting on her nerves, and John Francis Daley 
is so sane he might be the craziest one of all. 
So, no prison terms so far. They’re doing well.

Q: Will there be a reunion movie?

A: Yes. But only Samm Levine (Neal) will remain
from the original cast. It will be shot in the year
2009, and he will still be playing 15.

Q: If the show continued, what would have
happened to the characters?

A: They would have all become happy, healthy
members of their Michigan community. Or they
would have struggled with unemployment, single
parenting, alcoholism and long stints in their
local correctional facility. Whatever you want 
to happen happened.
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The Answers
To Questions 
You Haven’t
Asked 
BY JUDD APATOW

Executive Producer of 
Freaks and Geeks
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The flip side of this creative freedom was the ever-present
specter of imminent cancellation. That dynamic led to this sort of
creative urgency to squeeze in as many cool and bizarre ideas as
we could before someone pulled the plug. We were going to do
the peanut allergy story. And the ambiguous genitalia story. And
the ventriloquism nervous breakdown story. We were going to go
down swinging. It was exciting.

The result is this collection. When I watch the episodes now,
I feel more like a fan than a director. I’m still knocked out by the
multitude of talents that made it what it is. I still laugh at the
jokes. I still get choked up, unexpectedly, in weird places. And
when that Joan Jett guitar leads into the opening credits, I still
get a chill. 

— JAKE KASDAN,
Director and Consulting Producer of Freaks and Geeks

From Our Favorite 
Substitute Teacher

When Judd called me up for the first time in February
1999 and asked me if I’d like to direct the pilot for
Freaks and Geeks, there was one thought that came to
mind: How did this guy get my home number?

We had met once or twice, but we weren’t friends,
really. I was a fan, having practically memorized most 
of The Ben Stiller Show, which Judd had executive
produced a few years before. We knew many of the
same people, but still . . . I had never worked in
television and had made one movie that I was pretty
sure nobody other than my friends and family had seen.

And yet here’s this guy, calling me from his car, talking to me like we know each other
and sort of telling me, more than asking me, to start work immediately, prepping this pilot which 
I had not yet read, but which he promised was really good. It would only take a couple months, 
he assured me, and it would be a good break from trying to complete my new screenplay. By the
time we hung up, it sort of felt like I was doing it. I had been Apatow-mind-tricked, for the first time. 

In retrospect, it’s really strange. As it turned out, it was one of the best things that ever
happened to me.

Paul Feig’s script was not “good.” It was fantastic. Funny on every page and moving and totally
true. This actor I had never heard of was one of the funniest and most original writers I had ever
read, a truly authentic voice. To execute his stuff would be a joy and a privilege. 

We then set about the long and arduous process of assembling what I refer to, modestly, as one
of the great television casts of all time. Anchored by Linda Cardellini and John Daley, and supported
by this astounding group of adult geniuses and child prodigies (many of whom had never acted a 
day in their young lives!), the cast would consistently make us look good by elevating the material,
making the weirdest ideas work and delivering on everything we gave them. 

I remember sitting on the set, on the day we shot the final scene of the pilot (the “Come Sail
Away”/Homecoming thing). As I lined up shot after shot of these kids that I had come to admire 
so much, all I could think about was how lucky I was to be the guy who got to do this show. 

It was not a two-month experience, though. I hung around for most of a
year, directing several episodes and helping out where I could, because I just
couldn’t bring myself to leave after the pilot. I knew, even then,
inexperienced as I was, that what we had was unusual and that it didn’t

come along often. The television development
process makes it very difficult to get something
made in a way that’s true to the original
creative impulse. In fact, there’s an entire
system in place to prevent that, complete 

with hundreds of paid employees, whose job it 
is to “improve” what the writers and producers
want to do, making it more accessible to a larger

audience. Interference is the word that’s most often
used. Somehow, by a combination of luck and Judd’s
brilliant producing, Freaks and Geeks was not
subject to much of that. We basically got to do
what we wanted to do. 
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CLASS OF 1981

   

  

Dear McKinley High School Students,

What a long, strange, crazy, beautiful trip this year has been. But your journey is not

over. It’s only just begun. And what part did Ol’ J. T. Rosso play in your “life walk” 

so far? Was I simply the “long-haired weirdo” who sent your ACT/SAT scores to

universities or suggested junior college or technical schools for your future? Maybe

you viewed me as just some freaky version of “The Man” always coming between you

and a good time?

It’s my sincere hope that you saw, in me, a scholastic Sacagawea (Hey, she had

lengthy hair, too!) who guided you on your expedition of life. And when you stumbled

on the rocks of confusion or got caught in the briars and brambles of inappropriate

behavior or twisted your ankle in a big hole of “Hey, who am I?” -- I hope I helped 

in some “tall” way. And maybe I was, for you, that valuable -- and OK, you got me,

maybe a little vulnerable -- Virgil who helped a young Dante (or Dantee) like yourself

through the many circles of the “H-E-double-hockeysticks” that is high school.

But whoa, bro’! Enough of Rosso’s balloon juice for now, right?! Mr. Alice Cooper says

“School’s Out!” so let’s go! Got summer travel plans? Hey, how about a little road trip

to a place called “Tomorrow”? Just hop in your brand-new “You” and take off! You

don’t need a license, just a dream and the tank of high-octane “Knowledge” you got 

at a gas station called WMcHS. (Remember, don’t drink and drive. And wear your

seatbelt.) And with McKinley in that rearview mirror remember that life is like a car

radio dial -- lots of stations to choose from, but only some rock. (Right, “Creation”?!)

And so I say to you all: Rock on, young people! Believe in yourselves and each other.

And believe me when I say that although Mr. Frederick Mercury and his Queen-ly

courtiers do, indeed, rock -- I think that McKinley students are the real champions 

of the world.

A few more words of advice. (Hey, I’m still on the clock, right!?) Whatever your

journey, don’t forget to walk with freedom, jog for justice, and “keep on truckin’”

toward the truth. And if you look over your shoulder one day you might just see 

Ol’ Man Rosso, too, comin’ atcha with peace and a whole lotta take care!

Your Friend,

P.S. Call me Jeff.
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Songs In The Key Of Life

Uh oh, looks like Gruber’s hit
the “Point Of No Return.”

“White Punks On Dope.” Kids, don’t try this at home!

“Somebody To Love.” 
Looks like Samm’s already found one.

Martin and Paul are having a “Communication Breakdown.”

Hey, Schwartzman and Busy! “Clowntime Is Over”

All Linda’s asking is “Gimme Shelter.”

That Busy is one “Foxy Lady.”

Judd and Jerry want to know
“Do Ya Think I’m Sexy?”

Just remember it’s a “Grand Illusion.”

“When The Levee Breaks” it will be Steve’s fault.

Jeff, Judd, Jacki, 
Liz and Russ are 
just “Takin’ Care 

Of Business.”

“All The Young Dudes” are busy except for John, Samm and Martin.

“Everybody Was 
Kung Fu Fighting”
or at least Jason 
and Seth were.

John looks “Dazed And Confused.” 
Maybe his helmet’s too tight?
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Will I Ever Fit In?
High school is hard, but don’t forget: 
we’re all in this together!

“Diary of a McKinley Student”

September 3rd,1980.  
Freshman year.  
Dear Diary.  
High school.  
So cavernous,cold,uninviting.  
Starting over,no identity.  
Everyone looking.  
Everyone judging.  
Their eyes pierce my soul.  
Aimless youth.  
All trapped together,but no one connecting. 
Education or isolation?  
Class dismissed.

— Cindy Sanders
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1. James strikes out... again.
2. Shaun says a hail Mary.
3. Ready for inaction.
4. John shows us the perfect way to spend gym class.
5. Yes, Jerry, it really is that far to the ceiling.
6. It’s hard to concentrate on bowling when Linda and 

Busy are keeping score.
7. Hey, that’s Martin, not a tee-ball tee!
8. Drivers Ed. isn’t what it used to be!
9. You can run but you can’t hide, John.
10. Jason Segel shows why he was an All-Star. Really!
11. Martin’s too cool for school.
12. Mr. Wilson? Call him Mr. Universe!

7

8

9

11

10

12

The Thrill Of Victory
McKinley sports are stronger than ever

18

3

65

4

1 2
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1. Lennon and McCartney WISH they rocked this hard!
2. James is always looking to expand his musical horizons.
3. Garage rock? This is basement rock!
4. Rockin’ with Jason’s uvula!
5. James proves that practice makes perfect.

1

3

5

4

2

We Will, 
We Will 
Rock You!
Hey, who needs to buy records at Korvettes or
Peaches when McKinley High has their very own
rock-n-roll band, “Creation”? Have you heard 
the news? There’s good rockin’ tonight!

20
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Paul Feig

Judd Apatow

Jon Kasdan

Steve Bannos

Bob Nickman

J. Elvis Weinstein

WRITE ON!
Our English department is the best in the district and it’s 
all because of our amazing and talented faculty. They have 
so many great ideas. We thought we’d show you just a 
small sampling of their story lines we didn’t get to use this
year. Oh, well, there’s always next semester. Oh, wait...
never mind. Read on!

Patty Lin

Gabe Sachs & Jeff Judah

Rebecca Kirshner

Mike White
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They Make McKinley What It Is
A high school wouldn’t exist if it was only filled 
with students and teachers. And so we salute the
fine men and women who kept McKinley running 
through the 1980-81 school year. Thanks for 
all your hard work!
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a friend!
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You’ve got...
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MAD K, Guitar Kumo, Drum Kumo, 
Maki the Magic – Tokyo, Japan

Mark Makowiecki – Flagstaff Hill, South Australia

Melanie Meditz, Melissa Mallory, Rich Martinez  - 
Rego Park, NY, Forest Hills, NY & Astoria, NY 

James Mellor – Mylor, South Australia, Australia

Jesse Mette – Thousand Oaks, CA

Jeff Mills – Goose Creek, SC

Ryland Mohler, Jenny Waldman – Pittsburgh, PA

Emily Elizabeth Moin – Rockville Centre, NY

Felicity Morgan – Gosford, 
New South Wales, Australia

Natalie Morgan – Central Coast, 
New South Wales, Australia

Patrick J. Moriarty - South Euclid, OH

Sean Moriarty – South Euclid, OH

Jason Morrow – Reston, VA

Harvey O’Sullivan – Wingella, 
New South Wales, Australia

Cameron Okamoto, Jamie Kum – San Diego, CA

Hector Parada – Milwauke, WI

Tony Pavich – San Diego, CA

Chris Porter – La Grange Park, IL

Steven Prussack, Amanda Tremp – 
Laguna Beach, CA

Adam Rosenlof – Lehi, UT

Jared Rosenlof – Lehi, UT

Noah Sasson – Durham, NC

Justin Sewell – Austin, TX

James Smith – Columbia, SC

Splash – Brisbane, Queensland, Australia

Robert Sprance – Hicksville, NY

Jill Stanley – Atlanta, GA

Allister Stanton – Palo Alto, CA

Brian Strain – Brisbane, Queensland, Australia

Steve C. Strunk, Daniel Burrows – Cincinnati, OH
& St. Louis, MO

Regina Wilhem – Shoreline, WA

Elizabeth and Danny Wilson – Sunrise, MN

Whether your picture is here or not,
we want to thank you and tell you that

you all ROCK!
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John Balfe – Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin, Ireland

Clayton M. Batangan – Pearl City, HI

Eden S. Blair with Seth Rogen – Madison, WI

Daniel Canfield, Jill Canfield with Paul Feig – 
Omaha, NE

Gregory W. Daniel – East Rockaway, NY

Benno de Loos  – Middelburg, The Netherlands

Erin Dorbin – Saint Paul, MN

David Duganne – Lincoln, NE

Echolalia – Mildura, Victoria, Australia

Adam Eck – Pittsburgh, PA

Peter A. Flessas  – Wauwatosa, WI

Debra Frederick with Paul Feig – Parkerford, PA

Broc Gailit, Ryland Mohler, Adam Eck, –
Pittsburgh, PA

Gemma  – Sydney, New South Wales, Australia

Ian Griffiths – Liverpool, United Kingdom

Grimey – Deephaven, MN

“TV’s Henry” Hanks – Augusta, GA

Tom Hayes – San Diego, CA

Jeff “Ffej” Herb  – Annville, PA

James Hutchinson, Sheila Leach, Trevor Marshall – 
Toronto, ON Canada

James – Sydney, Australia

Veronica Kaczmarek, Lorena Castillo, with 
Busy Philipps – El Segundo, CA & Somerton, AZ

Adam Kissick, Matthew Maher, Adam Mason –
Williamsburg, VA & Fredericksburg, VA

Andrew Klein – Paris, TX

Kasey Knerr, Adam Eck, Jason Dangle, 
Lauren Bietel – Pittsburgh, PA

Cathy Kuehl – Schaumburg, IL

Peter Kuehl – Schaumburg, IL

Scott Leeds – Spokane, WA

Tami Lefko – Troy, MI

People all over the world seem to know about our school
(how’d that happen?). Here are just a few of our official 

Honorary McKinleyans!
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10 Hidden Secrets 
About McKinley High

BY MICHAEL “HUMPHR IES”  BEARDSLEY

1) Though there is a stairway, there is no second floor at McKinley High School. 
The stairway in the hallway goes nowhere; there’s a small landing at the top and that’s it. Notice how you’ll never
see a stairway that goes down. When you see lots of people going up the stairs, know that they end the scene all
bunched together at the top.

2) Mr. Mainzer, McKinley High’s yearbook advisor, is more than a parental figure. 
R.F. Daley, who first played Mr. Mainzer in “Girlfriends and Boyfriends,” is John Daley’s father in real life. 
He’s also the photographer in the opening credits of the show.

3) McKinley High students don’t use backpacks; they just carry their books. 
It was a rule on the set that no one was permitted to carry a backpack. There are a couple exceptions in early
episodes, but there are no backpacks at all later on.

4) A McKinley High Mathlete disappears and is mysteriously replaced. 
There was originally a different girl playing the part of Shelly Weaver, the head McKinley Mathlete in “Looks and
Books.” They actually filmed a couple scenes with the original girl, but she became very ill, so Alex
Breckenridge was cast in the part, and the scenes were redone.

5) McKinley freshman hides a black eye. 
Toward the end of the filming of “We’ve Got Spirit,” John Daley got a huge
black eye playing softball and couldn’t work for a few days. When the
swelling had gone down somewhat, they filmed the scene at Todd Schellinger’s
locker . . . but half his face had to be hidden in the wide shots. Several days
later, when his eye was much better, they came back and did his close-ups.

6) Very few McKinley High students have real lockers.  
Notice that you will never see the inside of any lockers, except the ones that
are established as those belonging to the stars of the show. You will see
people open lockers, but you will never see what’s actually inside . . . because
there is nothing there except black fabric stretched across the back of them.

7) McKinley Mathlete Lindsay Weir needs to buy better pants. 
During the filming of “Looks and Books,” between takes of Kowchevski’s pep talk to the Mathletes, Linda Cardellini
bent over and split her pants, immediately breaking into hysterical laughter. The rip was temporarily repaired
with tape and fixed properly during the lunch hour.

8) The three display cases in the McKinley hallway are frequently changed. 
These cases featured displays about NASA, home economics, France, William McKinley, the photography club,
donating blood (very morbid), safe driving, the McKinley High majorettes, Germany, ceramics, drama club,
cooking class . . . and even one that urged students to pick up their yearbooks. Always watch the background.

9) McKinley High School was moved from Michigan to Grosse Pointe. 
After the show was cancelled, the set was repainted bright colors and used in the short-lived WB show Grosse
Pointe. Only 17 episodes were made.

10) The McKinley High mascot auditions were fixed. 
During the audition scene in “We’ve Got Spirit,” the other students auditioning were told to not do “The Funky
Chicken” very well so it would make sense that they picked Sam. As Colin said, “It’s all politics.”

Walking onto the set of Freaks and Geeks for the
first time after a long summer in Los Angeles, the pilot
already months behind us, was a peculiar experience.
The halls of McKinley High School looked just like 
I remembered from the real school used for the pilot.
There were even details that I hadn’t noticed in the real
thing, but I’m sure they were there originally because 
it all just felt right. The whole set felt real, save for 
one thing — this school had no ceiling. That, and most
of the doors led nowhere. It’s how I’d imagine Willy
Wonka would have built a school, if he weren’t so busy
making chocolate.

But there was a school, so there had to be
students. That’s where I, and so many others over the
course of the series, came into the picture.

While the cast and crew were creating their own
version of high school life in fits and starts, working
and reworking it all until it was just right, we were
there to fill in the blanks, to add another layer of
reality to the school they created. We were the extras,
the students in the background, there to do whatever
it was that real kids did in high school.

If you’ve never been an extra before, this is how it
goes: One of the assistant directors says, “Stand here,”
and you do. Then, they’ll tell you what they want you
to do during the scene, which usually involves either
standing there and talking to someone or, if they think
you need the exercise, walking somewhere else. You 
do your thing, and when the scene’s done, you go back
to where you started, ready to do it all over again. 
The only catch: you have to do it without a sound.

So you end up with 50 people chatting with their
friends and running to class in absolute silence.
Sometimes, it gets a little surreal. Do it long enough,
and you learn to read lips.

But as bizarre as a life of silence inside a school
with no ceiling may sound, the strangest thing happened
when the cameras weren’t rolling: We actually turned
into something resembling a high school. Sure, we
were a pretty dysfunctional bunch of students,
especially since we had all really graduated from high
school years before, but there we were, between takes,
doing the things I remember kids doing when I was in
high school.

On camera, I was the freak with the long hair 
that Daniel Desario called “Stroker” when he wanted
money for the keg party. Off camera, I hung out in 
the cafeteria with a bunch of people who came to 
be friends.

On the show, the extras divided up into basically
two groups. There was the core group, the ones who
were there for just about every episode, including me.
And then there was everyone else. I’ll admit that
sometimes, those of us that were there all the time 
felt like we were the cool kids.

And we did what every self-respecting cool-kid
slacker was supposed to do in high school: We sat at a
big round table on the edge of the cafeteria and played
cards, occasionally sneaking outside for a smoke.
Mostly, we played Spades. By the end of the show’s
run, we were experts. If there were a professional
Spades tour, we’d all be millionaires.

Moe and Tennessee, production assistants for 
the show, were our hall monitors, often telling us to
keep the noise down and glaring at us when we got 
out of hand.

Tony and Kim, two of the assistant directors, 
were our teachers. They told us what we were doing
that day, and we did it, albeit sometimes reluctantly.
For a bunch of pseudo-slackers, seven in the morning
can seem awful early.

Paul, Judd and Jake were our principals. They 
ran the show, and that was that. It’s not like they 
ruled with an iron fist, but they were in charge, and
everybody listened.

The thing I remember the most, though, was 
that there was none of the awkwardness and
disappointment that I remember from when I really 
was in high school. Simply put, we all had a blast, 
no strings attached.

When you’re on set as an extra, you are at the
bottom of the food chain. The joke goes, we’re all 
just walking props. Sometimes, a director will tell the
extras that they make the shot. That they sell the 
show. That they add a level of believability that would
otherwise be missing in a school with no students. 
And sometimes, it just feels like lip service, told to the
walking props to make them feel a little bit better
about their place in the great big Hollywood machine.

On Freaks and Geeks, though, it wasn’t like that.
We all received first-class treatment, and for that, I 
am thankful.

And they were right; the extras really did make 
the shot. So, to Jay and Sara, to Jerome, Sam and
Joy, to Lawrence (my undefeatable Spades partner) and
to all the other extras whose names I can’t remember
from a thousand miles and four years away, I have this
to say: It never would have been the same without you.
You really were McKinley High School.
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The Students Speak ...
The Characters You Never Heard

BY SHAWN “STROKER”  SOONG
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McKinley Students Are Always 
Going For Extra Credit!

One day in the summer of 1999 I was watching television, and there was a preview of an upcoming fall 
show called Freaks and Geeks, which had a snippet of ELO’s “Don’t Bring Me Down” playing in the background.
Soon the show was getting rave reviews from critics, so I decided to watch the pilot episode. Right from the very
beginning, I knew this program was going to be different, not only because it was set in 1980 but also because 
it dealt with teenagers in the most realistic way that I had seen since the Degrassi series back in the late 1980s.
Most television shows set in high school have characters who look like models — not usually the kind of people 
I can relate to. Yet I could relate to the geeks talking about Caddyshack and their love of sci-fi movies, because 
I was and still am a geek. Prior to watching Freaks and Geeks, I would never have admitted that, but this show
made me proud to be a geek.  

I started coming to the television show’s official Web site at www.freaksandgeeks.com to post on their message
board and talk about the show with fans. I wasn’t expecting the site to have such participation nor was I expecting
to see frequent posts from the show’s creator, Paul Feig, and executive producer, Judd Apatow. I could not
believe that these guys were taking time out of their busy lives to chat with us and listen to what we had to say. 

A couple of times there were ideas that came from fans that were incorporated into the show. Paul and Judd
came to us for stories about fake IDs, which they would be incorporating into their new script for the episode
“Carded and Discarded.” Many people gave their feedback, and many of their ideas were used, specifically the
part about the Chinese driver’s licenses from Canada.  And speaking of feedback, after watching “I’m With the
Band” I suggested that a better band name for Nick’s band would have been Feedback. A few weeks later on the
episode “Carded and Discarded,” the name of the band that Mr. Rosso plays with is called Feedback. I asked 
Paul and Judd if they took that from me, and they said they did. I was very flattered.  

I made so many friends from the message board, and to show my appreciation I wrote a poem called 
“The Ballad of Freaks and Geeks.” I was pleasantly surprised to find out a few months after I posted this that
Linda Cardellini (Lindsay) and Busy Philipps (Kim) read the poem aloud to the rest of the cast, and they loved it.
Here it is: 

“The Ballad of Freaks and Geeks”

I would just like to say thank you to the cast and crew of Freaks and Geeks as well as to all of the fans,
because they are all my friends. Before I watched this show I didn’t really like who I was, but now I don’t give 
a damn about my bad reputation. You rock, I rock and we all rock and rule . . . so hard! 

– JEFF MILLS

Computers Come 
to McKinley!

Judd and Paul had a noble vision for the official Freaks and Geeks message
board. It would be a “free-speech zone” devoid of censorship. The board was
registration-free, and people were encouraged to “write, write, write!!!”

Little did they know that Paul would soon be describing this utopia as “our now infamous message board,
where you’ll find both sincere fans of the show and insane posters making fun of our regular posters.”

The board was flooded by a handful of unbalanced and verbally abusive individuals who posted under
thousands of different names, posing as Judd, Paul, the cast, or under the names of regulars. These crazies 
would argue and flirt with themselves under different names. It got so bad, that when Natasha Melnick posted 
an emotional message about the show’s cancellation, many assumed it was just another fake. Sorry, Natasha.

An alleged 94-year-old fan would provide a daily update on her sex life and bowel problems, which were
usually intertwined. There were the messages from “baboonbutt” and his friends, collectively known as the
“assapes.” Several long-haired, peace-loving fans were forced to flee the board when “The Thing That Would
Only Eat Hippies” reared its ugly head.

I thought it was wild when a woman posted that she wanted to have Paul’s baby. But that was tame
compared to the time a 20-something male, posing as a teenage girl, posted about his interest in having “Sam
Weir’s” love child.

But I don’t want to make it seem like the lunatic fringe was incapable of intellectual discussion. Who could
forget the classic debate between “Humphries Left Nut,” “Humphries Right Nut,” and “Humphries C—-.” Poor
H.C. ended the debate when he came to the realization that he was “always getting the shaft” from his two friends.

I must admit that when I became the moderator, I took great pleasure in dismantling 
Judd and Paul’s utopian vision. I meted out cruel and unusual punishment by exiling the
troublemakers to the That ’80s Show message board.

As we near 75,000 posts, one may look back and wonder why the fans stuck around amid
such chaos. I think this phenomenon is best summed up by the first words ever posted on the
board: “The show . . . it rocks.”

–DAVE THE MODERATOR
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Once upon a time ago
There was a show on NBC

Its name was Freaks and Geeks
And was the best show on TV

The critics raved 
But the ratings were low
So in their infinite wisdom
NBC pulled the show

The fans protested
Sent letters and e-mail
Believing that their effort
Was not going to fail

How dare they move this show
And keep changing time slots

We have one more chance to win
Otherwise it could be our last shot

Imagine life without Lindsay
And seeing her Army jacket
I just couldn’t bear to hear
NBC tell us all to go pack it

Imagine not seeing the geeks
Especially the great Sam Weir
Nor would we be able to discuss
Our favorite television show here

No more music, postcards or updates
No more posts from Judd and Paul

Not even from the infamous imposters
The latter wouldn’t be bad at all

This show will hopefully be back soon
I cannot wait for its triumphant return

But if we fail, at least we gave it our best
And from that experience we could learn

But let’s be positive and keep our chins up
The show will be back before long

Then we will hear the familiar chords
Of that now famous theme song
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McKinley Kaleidoscope
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Who Says School Can’t Be Fun?
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These Are The Days We Will
Always Treasure
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We’ll Help You Party It Down!
We here at McKinley High like to work hard. But that doesn’t mean 
we don’t like to play hard too. Let the good times roll!

11 12

13

15

We Come IntoYourTown...

1

4 5

2

3

6 7

8 9

10

1. Busy gets busy!

2. This cake’s been eaten, digested and 
shat out ... just like our show!

3. Who says producers can’t rock? 
(Everyone at the party, I think.)

4. Don’t look in Judd’s eyes, girls!

5. Linda and Ben Foster share a nice moment.

6. Linda and Paul cut a rug.

7. Samm, quit kissing up to the writers!

8. Linda proves that redheads can party too!

9. Is that famous wrestler El Rey de Corazón? 
Or Steve Bannos?

10. Is that Busy? Or Busy’s evil twin?

11. Sarah and Jason croon a tune.

12. The hardest working geek in showbiz.

13. Would you let these guys run a show? 
NBC did! (What were they thinking?)

14. Freak and Geek unplugged!

15. To the good times!

14
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7 8

9

10

11

12

1. Paul, Judd and world’s greatest line producer 
Victor Hsu spend a few last moments with the cast.

2.Wow, it must be a special day. Judd shaved!
3. Gettin’ freaky with Mr. Stiller.
4. Joe, Linda and Becky celebrate their final shot.
5. Samm gets emotional (or does he?).
6. Parting is such sweet sorrow.
7. Hey, Joe, can you hear the ocean?
8. Jake says thanks and goodbye.
9. Paul cuts the class loose (hey, listen up, John, 
Seth and Martin!).

10. Here’s your chair-back, what’s your hurry?
11. Martin gives his heartfelt thanks to the crew.
12. Like Seals and Crofts said, “We May Never 

Pass This Way (Again)”.
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It’s Never Easy Saying Goodbye

The last day of school is usually fun, but for
us, the last day of shooting was a bittersweet
one. Even though the school hadn’t been
officially closed yet, most of us knew the writing
was on the wall (it happened two weeks later).
And so, it was a day to say thanks, to say how
much we all meant to each other and to say
goodbye. So long, 
McKinley High! 
You’ll be in our 
hearts forever.

1

3

4

5

6

2
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Oct. 18

I can’t believe it, Paul’s script
is great. It’s called “Freaks and
Geeks” and it’s about a brother
and sister in Michigan in 1980.
The boy is a geek, the girl is 
a burnout. It’s very real and
funny. It would be so nice to
see a high school show on
television that doesn’t star a
bunch of models like all of
those shows on the WB. I told
Paul it was “pretty good” so he
wouldn’t get cocky and show it
to anybody else, then I sent it
to DreamWorks. I’m sure they’ll
buy it.

Nov. 10

Bad news. My manager told
me that Peter Roth is going to
be fired and Doug Herzog from
Comedy Central will replace
him at Fox. Nevertheless, I had
to talk with Peter on the phone
today about “Sick in the Head.”
It felt like a scene from
“GoodFellas” where everyone
knows a guy is about to be
killed but they eat dinner with
him anyway. Fortunately, 
Doug Herzog is a good guy.
He’s buddies with my manager,
so this could turn out to be a
good thing.

Dec. 18

We sent “Freaks and Geeks”
to all the networks. Scott Sassa
and Don Ohlmeyer at NBC
both love it. Rob Dwek, a VP at
Fox, told me they were passing
because, “Who wants to watch
a show about a bunch of
losers?” I told him they are
“underdogs” and he probably

didn’t like the script because he
was one of the guys who used
to beat up those kids. He
laughed without denying it.

Jan. 20, 1999

NBC green-lit the “Freaks
and Geeks” pilot. We taped
“Sick in the Head.” It could not
have gone better. Doug Herzog
loved it. I pressed him for a
midseason order, but he said,
“Judd, it went well, but it was
the first pilot taping I have ever
been to so I have nothing to
judge it against.” He is the
president of the Fox network.

Feb. 9

Paul, our director Jake
Kasdan and myself are working
on the rewrite of “Freaks and
Geeks.” We are very tough on
the script. I have never seen
anyone in as much pain as Paul
as we go through this process.
Regardless, his revision pages
are hilarious. He is too naive
about television to be a
hackneyed writer. He claims to
have never seen “Fast Times at
Ridgemont High.”

Feb. 24

Casting. We hold sessions
around the U.S. and Canada
searching for “normal”-looking
kids. TV has become so looks-
obsessed that this choice is
actually considered original.
“Friends” made TV executives
believe that funny people can
be gorgeous, too. That show is
the exception. Most beautiful
people never develop a funny
bone as a defense mechanism
because good looks and breasts
usually are enough. I long for
the days when Jack Klugman
was the biggest comedy star 
in America.

March 1

Scott Sassa approved all of
our casting. We were ready for
a fight, but he really gets the
show. We are having a perfect
experience with NBC.

March 20

Garth Ancier, the president 
of the WB network, has been
hired as the new president of
programming for NBC. We
heard he saw the show and
didn’t “get it.” He tells me he
went to private school in
Connecticut and doesn’t relate
to the blue-collar, Midwestern
public school setting. Then over
the weekend he showed it to
some friends who went bananas
for it, so now he is on board.
My lower back is beginning to
give me some trouble. I need 
to call the chiropractor.

May 6

Rumor has it that our show 
is going to be picked up. They
are talking about putting us on
either Sunday or Wednesday
nights. Just as long as we don’t
get put on Saturday nights at 8
o’clock, the death slot.

May 16

NBC has ordered 13 episodes
of “Freaks and Geeks.” It will
air on Saturday nights at 8
o’clock. I think we can do well
there. A lot of people in their
30s who have young kids will
be home, and that is our target
audience. NBC says they will
nurture us, and that it is a good
slot because there is less
pressure to deliver ratings.
Besides, we are up against the
one-hundredth year of “Cops”
and “Early Edition.” How can
we not do well?
“Sick in the Head” didn’t get

picked up. When I asked Doug 
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G
arry Shandling looks
white as a ghost. I’ve
just been brought to my

room at Cedars-Sinai Medical
Center after having back
surgery. He is visiting me. I ask
Garry what’s the matter. He
says they just took a dead man
out of the room next to mine.
What is going on? How did 
I get here? I was happy
and healthy a year and 
a half ago. Oh, now I
remember—I developed
and ran a show for
network television. Wait,
it’s all coming back to
me. Thank God I kept
that diary.

Oct. 16, 1998

Dear Diary,
I am in New York

writing a pilot for the

Fox network called “Sick in the
Head.” It’s about a very young
therapist with no life experience.
The president of Fox, Peter
Roth, is a great guy. He loves
the show. Got a call from my
old friend Paul Feig today. He
said he wrote a television pilot
and he’s sending it to me.
There is nothing worse than

reading your friends’ scripts.
They are always terrible. Then
I’m stuck trying to think of
something nice to say. “Hey, it’s
really . . . good that you wrote
this. The only way to become a
better writer is to write, write,
write.” I’ll just tell him I’m busy
with my pilot and give him
some notes.
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How I Got Kicked 
Out Of High School
For the executive producer of “Freaks and Geeks,” 
it’s been a learning experience.
BY JUDD APATOW

Originally printed in the Los Angeles Times, Sunday, April 23, 2000

Judd Apatow has worked as a writer and producer on HBO’s “The Larry Sanders

Show” and Fox’s sketch comedy “The Ben Stiller Show.” He received multiple Emmy®

nominations for the former and won an Emmy® for the latter, albeit several months

after the show was cancelled. Apatow was a script doctor on “The Wedding Singer”

and “Liar Liar.” His film credits include “Celtic Pride” and “Heavyweights.” Apatow

also produced the Jim Carrey comedy “The Cable Guy” but was denied credit for his

rewrite of the film by the Writers Guild of America.

For the last year or so, the NBC drama series “Freaks and Geeks,” set in a high

school circa 1980, has occupied his time. Apatow was executive producer of the show,

whose core cast included sophomore Lindsay Weir (Linda Cardellini) and her younger

brother Sam (John Daley), a geek freshman whose pals include Neal (Samm Levine)

and Bill (Martin Starr).
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I’m a little worried about
being off the air for eight weeks
but Scott says a major relaunch
will solve that. The only catch 
is that we are almost finished
shooting our original 13
episodes. We need NBC to pick
up the back nine episodes so
we don’t have to shut down.
Scott says he’ll think about it.

Nov. 19

Garth Ancier takes me out 
to lunch to discuss creative
issues concerning “Freaks and

Geeks.” He would like the kids
to have more victories. I tell
him that the point of the
program is to show how our
characters survive the obstacles
of high school with their
compassion and senses of
humor intact. Surviving is a
victory. I say, “I just want the
work to be truthful.” He replies,
“Why do you want it to be
truthful, it’s TV?” I ask him
about NBC’s upcoming “Y2K”
disaster movie. “Are you
worried that the film might
contribute to a panic on New
Year’s?” He jokes, “I hope there
is a panic. That would mean
somebody watched the show.”

Dec. 9

Scott decides to pick up
more episodes. One more
episode. It is the shortest back-
end order in television history.
It feels strange because they
are giving us this amazing
opportunity on Monday nights,
but they seem to have no faith
that we can succeed. I’m
starting to think they really like
the show and don’t have the
heart to kill it. My back really
hurts when I drive.

Jan. 1, 2000

The year-end reviews came
in. Time magazine said we
were the best series on network
television. Entertainment
Weekly and TV Guide put us
on their top 10 lists. Hopefully
that type of press reminds NBC
that we are the type of show
that deserves time to find its
audience. I haven’t heard them
say the word “nurture” in quite
a while.

Jan. 10

Tonight’s our first airing on
Monday night. Scott Sassa says
if we get an 8 share, his shoe
size, he will order four more

new episodes. I’ve never heard
a man so vocal about his shoe
size being an 8. It’s hard to
complain when someone sets
the bar so low. I was feeling
good about our chances, but
ABC moved “Who Wants to Be
a Millionaire” against us. That
show is like an assassin. I hope
people get bored with it before
it kills every good show on TV.

Jan. 11

They are not getting bored
with it. It got over a 20 share.
We did an 8 share, exactly.
Scott made good on his word
and ordered four more. I’m
sure he wishes he had bigger
feet. I’d be excited about next
week but we are going up
against Dick Clark’s “American
Music Awards.” How are we
supposed to grab viewers when
our show opens with a group 
of geeks discussing deadly
peanut allergies and their show
opens with Britney Spears
revealing her belly?

Jan. 19

Today I found myself
wondering if I should create 
a really smart, hilarious show
that just happens to be about
hot models.

Feb. 1

Our best episode, the one
about the geeks finally getting 
a chance to pick sides in gym
class, is preempted in several
major markets due to the tragic
Alaska Airlines crash. Our time
slot is filled with local news
coverage of the crash, which
consists solely of a single shot
of a pitch-dark ocean. Next
week our competition is the
Mary Tyler Moore reunion
movie. NBC says it is a
different audience but Paul
thinks everyone will watch 
just to see what they look like.
My chiropractor says if my 
back doesn’t feel better soon 
I should see a doctor.
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Herzog why he didn’t order my
show, he said, “Nobody here
loved it.” I got kinda mad and
said, “Well, if you picked up
anything good I wouldn’t feel 
so bad.” He said, “Judd, 90%
of everything fails. Don’t 
worry, I’ll probably be fired 
in a year anyway.”

May 18

At the network announcements
Paul introduced himself to
Garth, who declared, “Deliver
the goods or you’ll wind up like
this guy.” Then he pointed to a
man standing next to him. They
both laughed. Paul didn’t know
who “that guy” was, but it
scared the hell out of him.

June 5

Writing with the staff has
begun. Our dream is to make 
a show about high school that
feels like it was written by
Garry Shandling or James
Brooks. We spend every day
sharing the highs and lows of
our high school experiences.
Paul is a bottomless pit of geek
stories. He tells us about being
afraid to take showers in gym
class, about wearing a denim
jumpsuit to school because the
guy at the store in the mall told
him it would make him look
cool, and about his fear of
French kissing. He has enough
stories for 30 seasons.

Aug. 19

Shooting has begun. Can’t
wait to get on the air. NBC has
informed us that they are going
to put us on in mid-September
and then take us off for three
or four weeks for baseball and
then relaunch us in October.
There was some discussion
about whether or not it would
be more effective to just start 
in October and not have an
interruption, but they say it’s
good because we’ll get two 
big launches and promos on 
the World Series. Sounds good
to me.

Sept. 17

The reviews came in. Every
single review was a rave. It’s
weird. Time magazine called us
“the best fall drama aimed at
any demographic.” Rolling
Stone called us “stunningly
funny and moving.” At lunch,
Paul read the reviews to the
cast and crew. Everyone
cheered. This is fun!

Sept. 26

The first show aired last
night. The ratings were very
strong. Eleven share. Scott
Sassa called me at home to
congratulate me. There is
already talk about moving
us. For the first time in my
life I feel like I am part of
something that might really
take off.

Oct. 3

The second show aired last
night. Our ratings dropped like
a rock from last week. They say
it’s partly because our lead-in 
in several major markets was
the low-rated “Latino Heritage
Awards.” The promo people
think they made a mistake
switching from “review-driven”
ads to an ad which told the
story of the show. NBC tells 
us not to worry. They are still
excited. Being on Saturday
really does take off the
pressure. Well, we’re off till
after the World Series.

Oct. 31

We returned to the air last
night. Eight share. We are in
big trouble. To hear the ratings
you have to call this recording
at NBC. The woman who
records the voice is supposedly
emotionless as she reads off 
the overnight numbers, but she
always sounds disappointed
when she says, “‘Freaks and
Geeks,’ 8 share.” I feel like 
I’m letting her down.

Nov. 14

Scott Sassa calls and tells 
me that he is taking “Freaks
and Geeks” off during November
sweeps, and then moving it to
Mondays at 8 starting in January.
This is a big opportunity for us.
He says they will give us a
major relaunch. Our main
competition is the new Jennifer
Love Hewitt show and “7th
Heaven” on the WB. We could
do well there.
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Feb. 8

Paul was right. Mary held 
us down while Rhoda kneed 
us in the face. America 
loves reunions, no matter 
how awful. It reminded me of 
“The Harlem Globetrotters on
Gilligan’s Island” and those
“Honeymooners” episodes they
shot when they were all over
70. I must admit I flipped 
over during our commercials
and had a hard time switching 
back. I tell Paul that we should
assume there is no second
season and that we should
focus on making the shows
great because they will be on
cable forever. We hold back
none of our good ideas for 
next year.

Feb. 9

Garth calls. He tells us 
he’s taking us off the air for
February sweeps. “You don’t
want to go up against all 
those event shows.” We will
disappear for four weeks and
then relaunch for the third time.
Garth promises us he’ll let the
final eight episodes run straight
through till May. If we could
just be on for a few months
without interruption, I know 
our ratings would improve.

March 8

We return next week, but
NBC isn’t running many promos.
Leno did a joke a few weeks
ago where he said we were
cancelled and now I think
America believes it. I send Scott
a note, but it is hard to demand

more promo time when you are
the lowest-rated show on the
network. Scott tells my manager
they are putting all their promo
muscle behind their two new
shows: “Daddio” and “God, the
Devil and Bob.” They are very
excited about “Daddio.”

March 14

We only received 2 minutes
and 10 seconds of prime-time
promo this past week. “God,
the Devil and Bob” received
over 11 minutes. We get our
asses handed to us by a film
called “Satan’s School for Girls”
starring Shannen Doherty.

March 12

The Museum of Television &
Radio honored us as part of the
William Paley Festival. We were
one of only three new shows
selected. The other two were
“The West Wing” and “Once
and Again.” During the Q&A
someone asks whether or not
the show is too dark. I reply,
“Sometimes I think that’s true,
but last week on ‘ER’ someone
stabbed Kellie Martin in the
face and America loved it.” 
It was fun meeting our fans. 
If we do not get a second
season it was a great way for
our cast to remember their
experience with our show. 
I pray none of them wind up 
on “E! True Hollywood Story.”

March 19

Paul Feig’s mother passes
away. She was very healthy. 
It is a complete surprise.

March 21

It’s over. We were on last
night, we received an 8 share,
and we were cancelled by noon.
It’s such a shocker because they
paid for six episodes that they
are choosing not to air. How
can that make financial sense?
We were only on 12 out of 26
weeks. After I hear the news,
Garth calls. I am half-crying,
half-screaming as I rant at him
for 10 minutes. He listens
calmly. He’s very apologetic.
He’s clearly made hundreds of
cancellation calls in his life and
does it very well. By the end 
of the call, he has turned me
around to the point where I am
asking him if he’s mad at me. 
I have to call Paul and tell him
the news. He is at a meeting
working out his late mother’s
financial affairs. It is a bad
week. I finished the day seeing
a back doctor about my injured
disc. He says I’ll need surgery
over the summer and gives 
me 40 Vicodins. I feel like
Chevy Chase.

March 23

Paul’s mom’s funeral 
was today. All of the NBC
executives who truly cared
about the show and did the
day-to-day work attended. It
was a nice gesture, but I must
admit it felt good to see them
cry. It was especially sad
because our cast of kids was
there and they didn’t just lose 
a show, they lost a home. We
grieved for Paul’s mom, and 
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because the show is about
Paul’s family, we grieved for 
the show. Paul’s eulogy was
heartfelt, very moving and 
often hilarious. It’s been an
honor working with Paul. He
truly is one of the most talented
people in town. The worst 
part about a show ending is
that many of your intimate
relationships end as well. I 
will miss Paul the most.

March 24

Scott Sassa calls. He says 
he was a big fan of the show,
but should have cancelled us 
in January. I am grateful to
them for allowing us to make
“Freaks and Geeks” without
any creative interference. If
there wasn’t so much chaos in
network television with viewer
erosion and the Web coming
over the hill, maybe they would
have let us hang in there a little
longer. Regardless, I do not
consider our show merely 18
episodes long. I feel like I 
made 18 really good movies.
Unfortunately there is no way
to see them right now.
The worst part of this

experience is being replaced 

by “Dateline,” a show I find
truly evil. It is the prediction of
Paddy Chayefsky’s brilliant film
“Network” come to terrifying
fruition. These entertainment
programs milk human tragedies
such as Columbine for all
they’re worth while wearing the
disguise of a news show. They
think we don’t notice that their
show is basically a new version
of “A Current Affair,” because
Jane Pauley is cute and Stone
Phillips wears nice sweaters. At
least we tried to put something
positive into the world.

March 28

“Daddio” is a big hit.

March 29

“God, the Devil and Bob” is
cancelled.

March 30

Doug Herzog “resigned” last
week.

April 1

“Dateline” fills our spot 
with an episode about
flammable mattresses. With
almost no promo, they receive
an 11 share.

April 14

I am sitting in my hospital
room after spending five hours
in post-op listening to people
moan as they wake up after
their operations. They kept
telling me my room wasn’t
clean yet. Apparently Cedars
isn’t much different than the
Hyatt Hotel. It is hard to find
closure. I did the best work I’ve
ever done. I received the best
reviews I’ve ever received. It
was the lowest-rated show on
NBC. Did it fail because of
scheduling? Did it fail because
we went out of our way to not
be like all the other “successful”
teen shows? I don’t know. All I
do know is I’m glad I’m not the
dead guy they rolled out of the
room next to me.
I think I’ll take the summer

off and see if I can convince
Paul to develop a new show for
next season. I hope this article
doesn’t make NBC too mad to
work with me. Well . . . that
guy at ABC seems nice.
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WELL, I’M RIGHT THERE WITH YOU, VIRGINIA.
TV’s like that: Because while the audience for 
a movie or a play understands going in that the
story ends in two hours and everyone goes home
afterward, the characters on a television series have
an open-ended existence and, while they live, they
live in infinite real time, they might go on for years,
growing older right along with you, like your family,
like your neighbors, like yourself. They are family:
Your TV Family.

“The reason Cheers was so popular,” observes
Freaks and Geeks creator and co-executive producer
Paul Feig, citing a series that survived a famously
slow start to run for a decade, “was not because
people love shows about bars, but because that
group of people over the years became your friends.”
When Seinfeld was on — another legendary slow
starter — “it was always, like, ‘Did you hear what
George said last night?’ That’s the problem with TV
now making it so that things have to hit after a few
weeks, because it means you have to make friends
immediately — which is why the network wants
actors to be beautiful, because you become
infatuated with them, and you’ll watch week after
week because they’re beautiful and they’re your
surrogate boyfriend/girlfriend.”

The whole point of Freaks and Geeks, which
came onto television in the season of Popular,
Roswell, and the continuing rosy, youthful glow 
of Dawson’s Creek and Felicity and Buffy the
Vampire Slayer, was to repudiate that sort of
glossy wish fulfillment and represent the real: a
show about kids who looked like and acted like
kids, rather than impossibly well-spoken runway
models. “I feel like most high school shows are
written by guys who go, ‘If I knew then what I know
now, I would rule,’” says Feig. “Which is bullshit.
You’d just get your ass kicked worse. You’d be one-
upping the bully with a clever quip, and — bam!”
Jake Kasdan, who directed the pilot and four other
episodes, and helped establish the look and feel of
the show, developed an aesthetic of “uncosmetic
decisions.” “The close-ups are looser than you’d
expect — there’s a little too much space, and the kids
are kind of awkward in the frame — and we used a
very cool palette as opposed to most network dramas,
which are very warm, and everyone’s incredibly
pretty and healthy-looking, so that everyone’s
cheeks are this vibrant red. Where on Freaks and
Geeks everyone’s face is sort of like . . . light blue.”
The producers encouraged improvisation and input
from their young players, who were cast, says Paul,
“with no criteria other than that we want the most
talented, funny, good kids in the world. You see a
lot of precocious kids who have been coached by
their parents and have all these strange adult
mannerisms, but when the kid walks in who is
confident enough to just be himself or herself, you
immediately go, That’s the kid.” Some had never
acted professionally before, some had never acted
at all. In many cases, the creators worked backward,
inventing characters to suit the actors they found;

by the time the cameras rolled, the pilot had been
two-thirds rewritten.

Set in a leafy suburb of Detroit in the 1980-81
school year, the series centered on 16-year-old
Lindsay Weir (Linda Cardellini) and her 14-year-old
brother, Sam (John Francis Daley), and their
attempts to navigate the shoals and shallows, and
sometimes sharks, of most anybody’s adolescence.
“Lindsay is trying very, very hard to grow up,”
executive producer Judd Apatow has said, “and
Sam is trying very, very hard to stay a child,” which
is about as much of a “situation” as the show ever
had. Sidelined by an existential crisis upon the
death of her grandmother, honor student Lindsay
(the only TV heroine I have ever heard say she
doesn’t believe in God — you go, girl) abandons
overachievement to hang with slow-track “freaks”
Daniel (James Franco), Nick (Jason Segel), Ken
(Seth Rogen) and Kim (Busy Philipps); Sam, whose
character bore the burden of reliving Paul Feig’s
peerlessly clueless adolescence, had his own best
friends, Neal (Samm Levine) and Bill (Martin Starr),
hip-joined in the twilight of childhood and endlessly
speculating on what comes next. Becky Ann Baker
and SCTV’s Joe Flaherty played the senior Weirs.
To meet them as a viewer was like making any 
real-world acquaintance, with first impressions
continually revised and complicated by subsequent
encounters and deeper knowledge.

The show flirted with type — the tough bad
girl, the sexy bad boy, the stoner, the brain, the
doof, the cranky dad — only to demolish type at
every opportunity. “You never quite knew where
you were going to go as a character,” says Jason
Segel, “but it was always going to be interesting.”
Indeed, the show’s seasonal arc was less about
developing a narrative, less a matter of gathering
force toward a conclusion or cliffhanger, than of
enlarging understanding: The arc was inward, you
might say, and the series grew richer, and more
serious, with each episode — though it was at the
same time extremely, if most often painfully, funny.

IT’S LATE MARCH, A WEEK AND A HALF AFTER
the cancellation call, and at the Freaks and Geeks
production office at Raleigh Studios in Hollywood,
the Who and Zeppelin posters are still on the walls,
desks are still covered with papers, colored-marker
story breakdowns remain unerased from
whiteboards, the copiers and printers are still
plugged in, and the kitchen has been stocked for 
at least one more morning with candy bars and
cookies, bagels and cream cheese. The staff is due
out of the office by the end of April. “Hopefully
they’ll wash the carpet before new people come in,”
says Maureen Jennings, the producers’ assistant 
and Web producer.

And yet, though the show is off the air — in 
the gentle terms of the television business, it is 
on “indefinite hiatus” — with six filmed episodes
languishing unseen, it is not yet exactly dead; its
spirit still hovers over the body on the operating-
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Barely more than a month before, the National
Broadcasting Co., a wholly owned subsidiary of
General Electric, had cancelled Freaks and Geeks, 
a TV series of significant critical acclaim and
persistently low ratings, in the middle of its first
season. If no more than 6 or 7 million viewers
tuned in on an average night — small change in
network accounting, but, hey, 6 or 7 million
viewers — they were unusually avid, and all the
more so for how difficult it was to determine
whether the show, which concerned two groups 
of socially marginal Midwestern teenagers surviving
high school at the dawn of the ’80s, would be on
from one week to the next. Under the name
Operation Haverchuck — named for Bill Haverchuck,
the series’ geekiest, and noblest, geek — fans had
banded together online and raised $3,746 to buy
the Variety page in hopes of influencing another

network to adopt the show.
The cancellation lit up

Internet message boards.
Dismayed loyal viewers,
mostly in their late 20s
and their 30s, but into
their 60s as well, called it
“clever and wonderful,”
praised its “clarity,
accuracy, and honesty”
and how it was nice to
“for once, see a show
about high school that

wasn’t a soap opera or centered entirely around sex.”
Now it was gone, and they were pissed off . . .
angry and disappointed . . . positively distraught.
NBC was the No Brains Channel, Nothing But Crap,
and its executives were “maroons,” “morons,”
“empty suits,” “@#$! idiots” who “wouldn’t know a
good show if it smacked them in the face,” “if it bit
them on their number crunching asses.” “Do you
have blind chimps making your programming
decisions?” one writer asked. “Are you guys high?
No more NBC ever again for me after the last
episode airs. And I belong to a Nielsen family, 
so there.” Wise to the bottom line, fans offered
themselves on an altar of consumerism to any 
other network willing to pick up the series: “I’m 
a thirtysomething mom in a six-figure-income
household. I am your advertisers’ dream consumer.”
“I am over 35 and I buy stuff. I represent a
demographic which could and should be exploited
and I encourage you to do so.” Schooled by
Entertainment Tonight, Entertainment Weekly
and TV Guide in the arcana of the business of
show, they knew what had gone wrong: Freaks and
Geeks needed “a reasonable, permanent time slot,”
“meaningful promotion, and a little patience from
network execs.” “Lucky will be the network that
picks this up and with that decision will come
legions of intelligent viewers who like substance 
and talent in their shows,” wrote a woman named
Virginia. “NOT TO MENTION I CAN’T LIVE
WITHOUT BILL.”

TOO GOOD 
AND WEIRD
The Happy Life and
Inevitable Death of
Freaks and Geeks
BY ROBERT LLOYD

Originally printed in the LA Weekly, 
May 12-18, 2000
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misfits, there was never any corporate drag on the
engine, not a mote of network interference, and
Paul and Judd were allowed to make exactly the
show they wanted to make, with a team of writers
and a cast of players who by all accounts loved and
respected and were just absolutely blown away by
one another as much as anyone ever has been on
this green Earth. “I’m proud of every frame of it,”
says Apatow. They were able for a year to work as
artists, to make art, with millions and millions of
dollars of NBC’s money, and how the hell many
people ever get to do that?

LIKE THE PEOPLE THEY WRITE ABOUT, FEIG
and Apatow and Kasdan (who wrote and directed
the strange and lovely Sherlock Holmes riff Zero
Effect a couple of years back, at the age of 22) are
in their work temperamentally creatures of the
fringe. Apatow’s out-of-the-mainstream previous
credits include writing and executive-producing The
Ben Stiller Show, which was cancelled by Fox after
only 12 episodes, and The Larry Sanders Show,
which, he says, wasn’t even highly rated by the
standards of HBO; Feig was barnstorming college
campuses with his independent feature Life Sold
Separately when, coming within his old orbit, he
composed the Freaks and Geeks pilot in a series 
of Midwestern motel rooms. The words that recur
most frequently when they speak of their aims for
the series are truth, honesty, reality. Judd and
Paul wanted their show to be funny not in the
efficient and often mechanical way that sitcoms 
are funny, but in the messy way that life is funny.
Which is to say, they wanted to make it about all
the dark, awful stuff they lived themselves. When
finishing a show, says Kasdan, Judd and Paul would
go through takes “looking for facial tics and little
errors to include, and would actually recut the 
scene so that they can be included in the scene.”
“Somebody trips or drops something,” says Paul,
“it’s guaranteed to be in.”

“Paul’s whole thing is the comedy of persecution
and humiliation and misery,” says Kasdan, “and in
fact those are almost completely universal values.
Nobody thinks of themselves as a popular person —
even the people who were popular don’t tend to
remember themselves that way. And the great leap
he made early on was that you could do a show
about people who consider themselves outcasts and
it would pertain to almost everyone.”

After the pilot sold, the newly assembled
writing staff sat in a room and shared teenage war
stories; they brought out their old yearbooks and
answered questionnaires — Who was your first
girlfriend? Who was the first girl you broke up
with? Were you ever caught doing drugs? “It was
like group therapy a lot of the time,” says Paul.
“Within the first two days you knew everything
about every person on the staff. It was like, ‘My
god, that’s the worst story I’ve ever heard, and we
have to do it on the show.’” Paul took some pride 
in being the guy with the most embarrassing stories:

the denim-jumpsuit incident, for example (as re-
created in the episode “Looks and Books”). He 
was picked on by bullies because he was tall but
wouldn’t fight back, was slaughtered in dodge ball,
feared showering in gym. He was afraid of girls and
all they implied. A reporter once asked him if his
high school experience had really been all that
horrible. “I like to think it was,” he replied.

Paul and Judd have been friends since the mid-
’80s, when Paul, who had just left USC film school,
and Judd, who had just entered it, both found
themselves spending time at the Ranch, a “piece 
of shit” house in the Valley that was a hangout for
standup comics, including Dave “Gruber” Allen,
who would later play Mr. Rosso, Freaks and Geeks’
not-quite-ex-hippie guidance counselor. Like Sam
Weir and his friends, for whom The Jerk and
Caddyshack represent the perfection of the
cinematic arts, both had been teenage comedy
geeks. Paul, who grew up in the Detroit suburb 
of Mount Clemens (“the biggest small town in
Michigan”), was at age 13 so into Steve Martin that
he bought a white suit and a microphone “and
every night would come home, put on my white
suit, put on the Let’s Get Small album and
pantomime the entire thing into the microphone, 
for like two years straight. I actually built the arrow,
learned how to play the banjo. It was very sad.” 
At 15 he began doing his own material at a Detroit
comedy club that most nights operated as a biker
bar; his parents had to go along in order for him 
to get in. After leaving USC, he worked for several
years as a standup, then moved into sitcoms
(Sabrina the Teenage Witch, The Jackie Thomas
Show) and small roles in films. (One, the
surprisingly smart Disney summer-camp film
Heavyweights, was executive-produced and co-
written by Apatow.)

As a teenager on Long Island, Judd also 
found himself through comedy. “You’re writing and
directing, and you are the show, and nobody has
any power over you,” he says. “Especially when
you’re a lonely kid, it’s a way to have a giant group
of strangers be nice to you — though you have to
go through so much abuse to finally get to where
you learn how to get them to like you.” He had a
show on his high school radio station for which he
interviewed dozens of professional comedians,
including Jay Leno, Jerry Seinfeld, John Candy 
and Garry Shandling (with whom he’d later work 
on Larry Sanders, and on whose It’s Garry
Shandling’s Show Paul Feig for one season had a
recurring role). “That was an incredible education,
because they would tell me, ‘It’ll take you this many
years to develop your character, this is how you do
open-mike nights, here’s how you write a joke.’ So 
I had this game plan in my head: I’m 17 — if I do
comedy for 10 years I’ll hit when I’m 27 — and I
came out here and tried to execute the plan. What 
I didn’t know was I wasn’t that good at it.” And so
he retired, though not before sharing an HBO
young-comedians special with Ray Romano and 
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room table. The locker-lined halls of McKinley 
High have been taken from Raleigh Studios to a
downtown warehouse in what DreamWorks, which
produces the show, is for the moment calling “a 
fold and hold” — which is to say, not a “dead
strike,” which is to say that all hope has not been
abandoned that they may yet be of use. Cast
members still drop by the office, although often it’s
on the way to or from an audition for another show.
As the days pass, Martin Starr will be cast in an as-
yet-untitled Wayne “Newman” Knight pilot, John
Francis Daley in the new Geena Davis sitcom,
Samm Levine in a project from King of the Hill’s
Greg Daniels. But everyone remains in touch —
Starr and Seth Rogen are even going to find an
apartment together — and Freaks and Geeks holds
an option on their services until June 15. It isn’t
over until it’s over.

Meanwhile, there are still two episodes to
finish, music to lay in, sound to mix. The final five
were all directed by either Paul, Judd or Jake. Paul
wrote and directed the season finale early and out
of sequence to be sure of closure in case of early
cancellation. Exactly who they are finishing them for
besides themselves and the gods isn’t exactly clear
at this point, though several cable networks have
expressed interest in rerunning the completed
season. (MTV now seems the likely winner; the
Museum of Television and Radio in Beverly Hills is
currently staging a marathon showing of the season,
which culminates this weekend, May 13 — which
sold out in 15 minutes — and 14, with the six
unaired episodes.) Their best hope is that whoever
reruns them will do so well that they’ll order new
episodes, though neither Paul nor Judd would make
a “cheaper” version of the show, which cost about
$1.5 million an episode to produce. Their other
best hope is that, once networks set their fall slates
and realize how crappy all their pilots are, one will
discover a hole in its schedule that only Freaks and
Geeks can fill. If nothing else, they’ll do what they
did with “Kim Kelly Is My Friend” — an episode
NBC thought was a little too rough to run — and
send tapes of the unaired shows, which they all
agree are some of their best, out into the
“unofficial distribution system.” Let the
bootlegging begin. 

On this particular afternoon, Judd
estimates the chances of new episodes at 
20 percent; a week later, he’s revised it
downward to 8 percent.

Of course, the cancellation even of
excellent television series is news strictly of 
the Dog Bites Man variety. And yet the short,
bumpy life of Freaks and Geeks seems to
exemplify in a particularly vivid and awful
manner much that’s gone wrong with network
TV, increasingly a place of abbreviated faith,
second-guess scheduling and summary
execution. The show was given a difficult initial
time slot (Saturdays at 8 p.m., sometimes
called the “death slot”) and limited promotion;

was repeatedly pre-empted, for the World Series,
the November Sweeps, December just for good
measure, and again for February Sweeps (on for
two weeks, off for three, on for three, off for eight,
on for five, off for four, on for two, and bye-bye);
and had the bad luck to have to compete with Who
Wants To Be a Millionaire, The American Music
Awards and the Mary and Rhoda reunion. And
then, when it quite understandably could not find 
its audience — nor an audience find it — and in
spite of the intensity of its critical support, it was
deep-sixed. (To a number of commentators its 
future was always in doubt: “Now, in fact, might 
be a good time to register www.save-f&g.com,”
Time magazine suggested presciently two and a 
half weeks before the show debuted.) It may have
been the season’s best series, but there are no loss
leaders in commercial television, because in the
adversarial system the broadcast majors have 
locked themselves into, every half-hour is a hill 
to take, and every show is an island: The cast of
Friends are not about to take a pay cut to subsidize
the production of Freaks and Geeks, though you
are of course free to suggest it.

At the same time, this is not a typical case 
at all. Because for all the bad decisions and bad
luck, and notwithstanding NBC programming guru
Garth Ancier’s avowal that he would prefer the
characters lead “less depressing lives” and could
score “one decent-sized victory per episode” (their
victory, responded Apatow, was just to survive with
their decency and humor intact), from a creative
standpoint it was all just a dream. To say that Paul
wrote a script that Judd loved, which Judd took to
DreamWorks, where he has a deal to produce and
write for TV and films, and DreamWorks brought 
to NBC (before Ancier moved over from the WB),
where they loved it as well and green-lit a pilot on
the first draft and a couple of months later okayed
the production of 13 episodes, is to barely
oversimplify what proved to be an unusually quick
and painless process. Except when the Columbine
massacre made some executives momentarily
nervous over running a show about high school 
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on a speakerphone and there’s someone else in 
the room and they’re giggling — I know it doesn’t
bother him. So it’s just a terrible moment, because
you also know that he’s a guy that in his own way
supported the show, and there’s a much larger
political process that has to do with affiliates, and
GE, and you don’t know if he has anything to do
with it. I doubt he woke up one morning going,
‘We must get rid of Freaks and Geeks.’ But he’s
the guy you have to talk to. And then you feel
terrible the next day that you lost your mind on 
the phone. But then you do it again to [West Coast
NBC president] Scott Sassa the next day, ’cause
you can’t stop yourself.”

They had to reach Linda Cardellini, who was
flying to New York to appear on Late Show With
David Letterman. When they told her the show
had been cancelled, she said, “They canceled
David Letterman?” The news didn’t hit her until 
“I was actually on, and David kind of touched my
hand, and I looked over and went, ‘Woah, that’s
David Letterman,’ and then he said, ‘I’m sorry to
hear about the show.’ And hearing David Letterman
say ‘Sorry’ before I’d even told my family, I sat
there and I was like, ‘Ohhh, it’s ohhhhkay.’ It made
it real at that point.”

A DEATH IN THE FAMILY, THE TV FAMILY. 
I phoned Shelley McCrory at NBC for an official
autopsy.

“This was a different kind of show for us,” she
said, “and when we launched it on Saturday, it was
to get a sense of what it was going to be. And we
loved the episodes we saw, and that was what drove
the move to Monday, and we had a really
spectacular re-launch there.

“Unfortunately, it did not help us to have [the
Monday-night re-launching] clobbered by ABC with
Who Wants To Be a Millionaire, and in the weeks
that followed it was difficult for us to get traction.
We did promote the show, and I think the quality 
of promotion was excellent. Do I wish we promoted
it more? Of course. I don’t think there’s a producer
on this network or any other that believes that 
they get enough promotion, but there’s a finite
amount to go around, and you do the best you can.
Certainly there’s never an intention to not give a
show enough promotion.

“The show does have a loyal audience.
Unfortunately the numbers it was doing were not
numbers we could live with. That was very painful
to accept. Everyone here really struggled; everyone
here loved the show. But we weren’t seeing the
growth that we needed to see. And the thing that
has made it somewhat bearable for me was that
when we made the decision to pull the show, Scott
Sassa was immediately on the phone with Judd
Apatow spitballing ideas to find it a new home. 
I personally got on the phone to Fox and the WB. 
I can’t think of a time when we made such proactive
efforts to help a show find a new home. Nobody
here wants to see this show just go away. But we

have a very important business responsibility that
we have to always keep in mind. We have to stay
competitive; at the end of the day, that’s the
business that we’re in.”

And that’s it, of course: It’s just business. 
“For all my conspiracy theorizing,” says Jake
Kasdan, “the truth of it is it’s probably a very simple
sentence that’s mostly numbers. Part of that is that
we weren’t handled in the best possible way,
obviously, and part of it is that we were unrelenting
from day one about the reality we wanted to depict.
And that was partially in response to being turned
off by what’s on television. And so how surprised
can we be, at the end of the day, when that
audience that likes those shows sort of sends a
message? Certainly ours is a show people liked,
there’s no question about that anymore. But when
you look at the shows the whole country loves,
they’re nothing like this.”

So: What have we learned? Well, Busy Philipps,
sounding as tough as the character she played,
learned that “Television is run by rich white men
who are told what to do by rich white men, who
want a formula to sell the most soap.” Martin Starr
has come to believe that “If ever I do get on a good
show again, a really good show like Freaks and
Geeks, it’s probably not going to make it again. I’ve
kind of lost hope in television management, because
there’s a lot of crap out there; they shoved it down
the American people’s throats, and now everyone’s
kind of used to it, everyone kind of likes it now, just
because they’ve had to watch it for so long.”

What have Paul and Judd learned? Hopefully . . . 
nothing. There is still some small, small chance 
that Freaks and Geeks will go on, but whatever
happens, whatever they do together again, one
would prefer them to make the same mistakes next
time, to try for more than the medium asks of them,
to make the honest even if uncommercial choice. 
So they skimp on the victories — so what? Isn’t
there more to life than winning? When was Lucy
Ricardo ever victorious? When was Ralph Kramden?
It had a short life and a bumpy one, but it was
something to be proud of, after all.    
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Janeane Garofalo, and became a writer, and then 
a producer. When he got his deal at DreamWorks,
he let Feig, whom he’d always thought of as
“hilarious and one of the good guys,” know that 
he was looking for material, and in October 1998
Paul sent him the script he’d written in those
Midwest motel rooms.

SHOOTING ON THE SERIES BEGAN IN AUGUST
of 1999; by mid-September the first reviews were
in, and they were all excellent. Time called Freaks
and Geeks “the best fall drama aimed at any
demographic,” Rolling Stone thought it “stunningly
funny and moving” and Talk “a minor vérité
masterpiece.” The September 25 premiere did well
enough — better demographically than any NBC
premiere had done in that spot since 1991 — that
the word hit was tentatively applied, but the next
week was not nearly so well attended, and after 
that the clouds of doom never really dispersed. 
In another context — on the WB, say, or on HBO, 
the show would have been, even on a bad week,
accounted a success — The Sopranos’ audience
was not significantly bigger — but NBC’s bottom
line is notched higher, and Freaks and Geeks had
the distinction of being its lowest-rated show. And
yet the signals from the network were always mixed.
A time change in January from Saturday night to
Monday seemed like a vote of confidence, and
Apatow was able to get NBC to okay more episodes
at midseason. But they only ordered four out of a
possible “back nine,” and that didn’t seem like
confidence at all.

After four weeks off the air, Freaks and Geeks
was set for its third and final “re-launch” on March
13. Apatow tried unsuccessfully to shake loose
some more promo time from the network, which
was more concerned with pushing midseason
replacements Daddio, Battery Park and God, the
Devil and Bob (the last two of which have also
since been cancelled). On the Friday before, Variety
reported that NBC had renewed Third Watch, The
West Wing and Law and Order: Special Victims
Unit, each of which averaged an audience about
twice the size of Freaks and Geeks’. (The network’s
other new hourlong show, Cold Feet, had already
been axed.) Paul sent critics tapes of the finale,
“Discos and Dragons” — not scheduled to air until
the end of April — because, as he prophetically
wrote, “If you don’t tell people we exist, no one 
will see it but you.”

That Saturday, the Museum of Television and
Radio, as part of its annual William S. Paley
Television Festival, devoted an evening to the show.
Except for James Franco, who was out promoting 
a movie, all of the main cast were onstage at the
Directors Guild, along with Judd, Paul and Jake;
several supporting players were in the audience as
well. They screened “I’m With the Band,” which
Judd had directed and in which Paul had a cameo,
and the makers met their audience, who showered
them with love and support and wanted to know

what NBC’s problem was. “Judd and Paul had said
from the beginning, half-jokingly, that it was all for
the museum,” says Jason Segel. “Once we got there
it seemed like that would have been fine with me,
too. It was filled with fans, and just being with the
whole group of people while we watched the
episode, it felt like a real family.”

The family feeling continued through the next
night’s wrap party — “a big happy sad convention
of everyone who had ever worked on the show,” 
as Martin Starr recalled it. The American Legion
Hall on Highland Avenue was decorated as if 
for a 1980s prom, with a professional prom
photographer shooting couples against a sky-blue
backdrop, and a surprise cap-and-gown graduation
ceremony for Levine, Starr and Rogen, all of whom
were finishing real-world high school. There were
yearbooks to sign, and karaoke. Judd sang his
standard “Spinning Wheel,” and Paul did “Viva 
Las Vegas,” and they slow-danced together while
Busy Philipps and Linda Cardellini, the latter in a
blond wig and her mother’s own prom dress, sang
“Wind Beneath My Wings.”

A week later, Paul’s mother died suddenly.
And the night after that, after a week in which

the show received a total of one minute and 20
seconds of promotion, NBC ran Freaks and Geeks
for the last time, the episode “Chokin’ and Tokin’,”
in which Bill Haverchuck’s peanut allergy puts him
in a coma and Lindsay gets paranoid on pot. Some
of the cast came by the office to watch the show. 
“It got to that montage of her rolling a joint,”
recalls Jake Kasdan, who was there working late
cutting the last episode, “and I had this grim flash
that this is not going to last, I could just see
people all over the country going, ‘Huh?’ And the
scene where Sam and Neal are sitting in the
hospital hallway having the conversation about what
if Bill died, would he be a ghost and hang out with
us, and it ends with Sam saying, ‘He’d just be dead
and gone, wouldn’t he?’ Great moment, total Feig
— just this simple presentation of the strongest
ideas in the world, in plain English exactly the way
kids encounter those ideas. As we were watching
the show that night, I just had this feeling, like, 
this show is too good and weird to be on the air.”

Notwithstanding a slight improvement in the
numbers, Freaks and Geeks was history by noon
the next day. Judd got the news from Shelley
McCrory, NBC’s head of comedy development, 
then called Paul at his father’s accountant’s office,
where he was settling his mother’s affairs.

Then Garth Ancier called, Judd remembers,
“and I’m screaming and half crying and saying 
every single thing I ever wanted to say to him in 
one phone call. And he’s a hard person to talk to,
because he’s one of those people who does not
confront you, so you could say anything and he’ll
just go [sympathetically] ‘Yeah, I know, yeah.’ So
it’s no fun even to let it all go. He sounds like he’s
made that call a thousand times, he may have made
that call three times that day. For all I know he’s 
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The Honor Roll
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STARRING:

Linda Cardellini as Lindsay Weir
John Francis Daley as Sam Weir
James Franco as Daniel Desario
Samm Levine as Neal Schweiber

Seth Rogen as Ken Miller
Jason Segel as Nick Andopolis
Martin Starr as Bill Haverchuck
Becky Ann Baker as Jean Weir

AND
Joe Flaherty as Harold Weir 

ALSO STARRING:
Busy Philipps as Kim Kelly
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Episode 101

Original Production Number: 101
Shoot Date: 8/18/99 – 8/27/99
NBC Air Date: 10/2/99

Written by J. Elvis Weinstein & Judd Apatow 
Directed by Jake Kasdan 
GUEST STARRING:
Dave (Gruber) Allen … Jeff Rosso
Shaun Weiss … Sean

CO-STARRING:
Natasha Melnick … Cindy Sanders
Sarah Hagan … Millie Kentner
Steve Bannos … Mr. Kowchevski
Stephen Lea Sheppard … Harris Trinsky
Mark Allan Staubach … Mark
Allen Covert … Greasy Liquor Store Clerk
Marco Gould … Kevin
Clement E. Blake … Carl
Kenny Blank … Calvin
Douglas Bennett … Jimmy
Lizzy Caplan … Sara
Laura Botrell … Beth

PAUL: This was a scary one, since it was the first show we wrote and shot after the pilot. 
People liked the pilot episode so much that it became a bit of a hard act to follow. But we loved
the idea of getting the freaks and the geeks together at a party, and it was a great way to get to
see the relationships between all the characters. Plus, it’s always funny to see people get drunk
on non-alcoholic beer. Right? Right!

JUDD FUN FACT: J. Elvis Weinstein pitched this episode to get the job as a writer on the show.
Our series’ cinematographer, Russ Alsobrook, also worked on the first show I produced, The 
Ben Stiller Show. Our premiere episode got very strong ratings and great reviews. This, our
second episode, tanked in the ratings. I think the next day I started talking about making sure
all the shows were great, because one day they’d be seen on DVD.

Music: 
“Hush” - Deep Purple
“Jesus Is Just Alright With Me” performed by Sarah Hagan and Jason Segel
“Rock And Roll Hoochie Koo” - Rick Derringer
“No One To Depend On” - Santana
“Ain’t Talkin’ ’Bout Love” - Van Halen
“Maybe” - Janis Joplin
“Do You Love Me?” - Kiss

Commentary: Judd Apatow, Linda Cardellini, 
Paul Feig, Jake Kasdan, Jason Segel, J. Elvis Weinstein

2nd Commentary: The Parents - Bob Daley 
(John Francis Daley’s Father), Debbie Hagan 
(Sarah Hagan’s Mother), Jean St. James 
(Martin Starr’s Mother)
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About the episode numbers:

All right, gang, here’s what’s going on with the episode numbers. As you loyal fans of Freaks and Geeks know, it’s always been 
a little wacky regarding how our shows are numbered and how the numbers correspond to the actual airing order of the series 
(i.e. Episode #110, “Carded and Discarded,” actually needs to air as the fifth episode, not counting the pilot, etc, etc, etc. . . .). 
And so, in order to prevent total confusion for any new viewers of our earnest little show, we ended up renumbering the episodes.
Sacrilege, I know, but even we who made the series have found the old numbers confusing. So, you’ll notice that on the DVD
menus “Carded” is now Episode #106, turning “Girlfriends and Boyfriends” into Episode #107 instead of #106, which is what 
it originally was. Which means that all the episodes after that now have different numbers. We hope that you’ll be able to forgive
us and not let this contentious numbering issue hinder your enjoyment of Freaks and Geeks.

Thanks for understanding. If you did.

Disc One
Episode 100

Original Production Number: 100
Shoot Date: 3/15/99 – 3/31/99
NBC Air Date: 9/25/99

Written by Paul Feig 
Directed by Jake Kasdan 
GUEST STARRING:
Dave (Gruber) Allen … Jeff Rosso Chauncey Leopardi … Alan White 
Ben Foster … Eli Tom Wilson … Coach Ben Fredricks

CO-STARRING:
Steve Bannos … Mr. Kowchevski Gabriel Carpenter … Brett
Sarah Hagan … Millie Kentner David Michael Gangler, Jr. … Don
Natasha Melnick … Cindy Sanders Marco Gould … Kevin
Shaun Weiss … Sean Anna Coman-Hidy … Mousy Girl #2
Stephen Lea Sheppard … Harris Trinsky Jason Lansing … Bully #2
Mark Allan Staubach … Mark Jarrett Lennon … Colin
Stacy Hogue … Karen Ashley Power … Popular Girl #1
Ron Lester … Seidleman Alan Simpson … Tom
Brianna Brown … Ashley Kristy Wu … Mousy Girl #1
Lizzy Caplan … Sara

PAUL: After having spent most of my life seeing shows and movies about high school that I
thought never represented my friends and me back then, I decided to try and create a TV series
about the experiences I had going to school in Michigan. Hollywood has never been kind to
geeks, usually portraying them as snorting, tape-on-their-glasses goofballs; and freaks (or
“burnouts,” as they were also called) were usually shown as being dark, angry figures who
usually ended up in jail. For me, the freaks and the geeks were always the most interesting
people in the school, the groups that marched to the beat of their own drummers. And
fortunately, at least for 18 episodes, NBC felt that same way too. This episode was nominated
for an Emmy® for “Best Writing in a Comedy Series” in 2000. By the way, keep your eye out 
for the long lost Kim Kelly scene.

JUDD FUN FACT: When I asked NBC to hire Jake Kasdan to direct the 
pilot, I had never bothered to watch his film, Zero Effect. At that point
I had met him once on the set of The Larry Sanders Show, and we had
the same agent. I just had a hunch. Am I a visionary who follows his
gut or a reckless idiot who is too lazy to do his homework? You decide.

Music:
“Runnin’ With The Devil” - Van Halen
“I’m Alright” - Kenny Loggins
“Renegade” and “Come Sail Away” - Styx

Commentary: Judd Apatow, Paul Feig, Jake Kasdan

2nd Commentary: The Fans Meet Samm – 
Michael “Humphries” Beardsley, Arnold “The Vegan” Freeman, 
Kibbles the Rocker (on phone), Samm Levine
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Disc Two
Episode 103

Original Production Number: 103
Shoot Date: 9/13/99 – 9/22/99
NBC Air Date: UNAIRED. Originally scheduled to air on
11/6/99. Aired on some West Coast stations on 4/30/00.
Aired on Fox Family Channel on 9/5/00.

Written by Mike White 
Directed by Lesli Linka Glatter 
GUEST STARRING:
Ann Dowd … Mrs. Kelly
Jack Conley … Stepfather

CO-STARRING:
Sarah Hagan … Millie Kentner
Rashida Jones … Karen Scarfoli
Steve Bannos … Mr. Kowchevski
Jerry Messing … Gordon Crisp
Mike White … Chip Kelly
Shane Johnson … Good-Looking Guy
Brianna Brown … Perky Blonde
Tom Virtue … Teacher

PAUL: This is the episode that NBC originally wouldn’t air. Written by Mike White, it was
considered to be a bit too harsh compared with the other episodes we had made. But we loved
the fact that we were getting to see what a bad home life Kim Kelly had and how it affected her.
It was all a way to help Lindsay and Kim begin to forge a friendship, tenuous though it may be.
We’re glad to finally have this show back in the lineup where it belongs. (Besides, how often 
do you get to see geeks getting into a fight with “King Tut” and “Reminiscing” playing in the
background?)

JUDD FUN FACT: This episode was intended to establish the fact that if we focused on a
supporting character, the episode would be the tone of that character’s life. Television networks
want all of the episodes to feel similar, and ours felt that the dark tone of Kim’s home life
would scare off new viewers. We just thought it was funny. The director, Lesli Linka Glatter,
directed my wife, Leslie Mann, in an episode of the series Birdland. She always told me that
Lesli was her favorite director, so I hired her. Now I understand why she said that.

Music: 
“Jamie’s Crying” - Van Halen
“Ice Cream Man” - Van Halen
“King Tut” - Steve Martin
“Reminiscing” - The Little River Band

Commentary: Judd Apatow, Lesli Linka Glatter, Mike White

2nd Commentary: The Executives - Justin Falvey (DreamWorks), 
Shelley McCrory (NBC), Dan McDermott (DreamWorks), Judd Apatow

Episode 102

Original Production Number: 102
Shoot Date: 8/31/99 – 9/10/99
NBC Air Date: 10/30/99

Written by Paul Feig 
Directed by Bryan Gordon
GUEST STARRING:
Dave (Gruber) Allen … Jeff Rosso
Chauncey Leopardi … Alan White

CO-STARRING:
Sarah Hagan … Millie Kentner
Stephen Lea Sheppard … Harris Trinsky
Hariet S. Miller … Mrs. Whitman
Pamela Gordon … Chain-Smoking Woman
Denalda Williams … Angry Mother
Jon Kasdan … Tommy
Maura Soden … Mrs. Kent
Anna Coman-Hidy … Popular Girl #1
Ashley Power … Popular Girl #2
Amanda Lipin … Girl

PAUL: Why are they trick or treating and vandalizing things in broad daylight, you ask? Hey, what
do you think we are, made of money? You know how hard it is to shoot a show filled with kids 
at night? This episode’s based heavily on the Midwestern Halloween experience, at least as it was
in 1980. Sam’s robot costume is inspired by the time I built a C-3PO costume out of cardboard.
It looked about as bad as Sam’s does (worse, actually). And, yes, we really did hit John Francis
Daley in the face with an egg. No fancy special effects for us.

JUDD FUN FACT: This was the first episode that Jake Kasdan did not direct. It was directed 
by Bryan Gordon, who was a consultant on the pilot episode of The Ben Stiller Show and has
directed some hilarious episodes of Curb Your
Enthusiasm. The opening sequence, where Bill
will drink anything for money, and the sequence
where everyone gets dressed in their costumes
were shot after we realized the episode was not
long enough.

Music: 
“The Monster Mash” sung by Becky Ann Baker
“Gonna Raise Hell” - Cheap Trick
“Roller” - April Wine
“Free-For-All” - Ted Nugent

Commentary: John Francis Daley, Paul Feig, Samm Levine,
Stephen Lea Sheppard, Martin Starr
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Disc One Extra Credit
Pilot
Alan Brings Sam Another Twinkie  (:56) 
Bill and Neal in Biology  (:39) 
Millie in Trouble  (:52) 
Eli’s Cast  (:30) 
Best Job (Original Ending)  (:35) 

Beers and Weirs 
Neal Oppressed  (1:05) 
Bill and the Keg  (:40) 
Bill on Phone  (1:21) 
Bill Says Your Mom on Phone  (:44) 
Daniel Dirtbag  (1:00) 

Tricks and Treats 
Lindsay in Mirror (Original Teaser)  (:52) 
Bionic Bill  (2:15) 
More Bionic Bill/Charlie Chaplin Schweiber  (:48)
Hippie Hands Out Candy  (:42) 

Auditions
Linda (Dinner Scene)  (2:17) 
Jason Segel (Drum Kit Scene)  (2:21) 

Behind the Scenes 
True Siblings  (2:05)

Promos
Four Original NBC Promos  (1:50) 
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Episode 105

Original Production Number: 105
Shoot Date: 10/4/99 – 10/13/99
NBC Air Date: 11/13/99. Originally scheduled 
to air on 11/20/00.

Written by Gabe Sachs & Jeff Judah 
Directed by Judd Apatow
GUEST STARRING:
Tom Wilson … Coach Ben Fredricks
Steve Bannos … Mr. Kowchevski
Shaun Weiss … Sean
Chauncey Leopardi … Alan White
AND Kevin Tighe … Mr. Andopolis

CO-STARRING:
Natasha Melnick … Cindy Sanders Mike Andrews … Scott
Sarah Hagan … Millie Kentner Denise Askew … Student Gym Teacher
Jerry Messing … Gordon Crisp Mark Allan Staubach … Mark
Stephen Lea Sheppard … Harris Trinsky Jason Lansing … Bully #1
Jarrett Lennon … Colin

PAUL: Starting a garage band is pretty much a prerequisite for being a teenager. And being
afraid of showering in gym class was a prerequisite for being me in junior high and high school.
Put the two prerequisites together and you get this episode. I’m proud to say that a critic once
told me that when the scene in which Nick auditions to join a band called Dimension came on
the screen, he had to leave the room, knowing that something really bad was going to happen.
Well, we don’t disappoint. Enjoy. (And marvel at the bravery of John Francis Daley during the
filming of his blue-dotted streaking sequence — hey, I wouldn’t have done it.)

JUDD FUN FACT: Jason Segel learned how to play the drums for this episode. When filming
drum sequences, we told him to do his best, knowing he would be the perfect amount of
horrible. Paul Feig’s cameo as the bass player for Dimension reminds us that his acting chops
are not rusty, and he is always ready to bring it. Enjoy his tight pants.

Music: 
“The Spirit Of Radio” - Rush
“Sunshine Of Your Love” butchered by Seth Rogen and Creation
“Crossroads” performed by Dimension
“White Room” - Cream
“One Step Beyond” - Madness

Commentary: Judd Apatow, Paul Feig, Jeff Judah, 
Gabe Sachs, Jason Segel

2nd Commentary: The Production Team - Russ Alsobrook,
Judd Apatow, Curtiss Bradford, Paul Feig (arriving late!), 
Victor Hsu, Debra McGuire, Jeff Sage
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Disc Two Extra Credit
Kim Kelly Is My Friend
Neal, Bill, Chromium  (1:27) 
Martin Flub/John Cracks Up  (:30) 

Tests and Breasts
Rosso Ecology Club  (1:26) 
Geeks Watch Porn  (1:42) 
Bill After Porno  (:20) 

I’m With the Band
Agonizingly Long Rope Climb Scene  (2:07) 
Nick Scolded in Class  (1:01) 
Mr. Fredricks Talks to Sam  (1:45) 
Sam Lifts Weights  (:42) 

Auditions
John Daley (Lunchroom)  (1:55) 
Martin Starr (Fight Talk)  (1:31)
Samm Levine (Shatner)  (:43) 

Behind the Scenes
John Daley Has Too Much Energy  (2:55)

Episode 104

Original Production Number: 104
Shoot Date: 9/23/99 – 10/1/99 
NBC Air Date: 11/6/99

Written by Bob Nickman 
Directed by Ken Kwapis
GUEST STARRING:
Tom Wilson … Coach Ben Fredricks
Dave (Gruber) Allen … Jeff Rosso
Steve Bannos … Mr. Kowchevski

CO-STARRING:
Shaun Weiss … Sean
Chauncey Leopardi … Alan White
Natasha Melnick … Cindy Sanders
Sarah Hagan … Millie Kentner
Stephen Lea Sheppard … Harris Trinsky
Lizzy Caplan … Sara
Mary-Margaret Lewis … Miss Landis
Omri Katz … Brad
Judith Drake … Dolores
Marco Gould … Kevin
Alan Simpson … Tom
Renee Cohen … Judith

PAUL: Since there are so many stories on TV and in movies about teenage boys with libidos in
overdrive, we really wanted to do an episode about how some guys actually deal with sex when
they’re confronted with it. In this case, it’s an adult film that throws Sam Weir into crisis. On
the freak side, we wanted to let Lindsay spend some quality time with Daniel in order to get the
full Daniel Desario experience (interpret that any way you like). I personally think this has one
of the best endings of a TV episode that I’ve ever seen. You be the judge.

JUDD FUN FACT: Three geeks getting turned off to sex after watching pornography may be the
definition of what we found amusing and insightful at the time. When I was a kid there was a
girl who showed us photos of her dad having sex. Also inside this demented photo album was
Jimmy Carter’s autograph. The photos made me sick. I stole Jimmy Carter’s autograph from
him. He didn’t deserve it. Jimmy Carter’s autograph shouldn’t have to look at that all day.

Music: 
“Takin’ Care Of Business” - Bachman-Turner Overdrive
“Superfly” - Curtis Mayfield
“Love’s Theme” - Love Unlimited Orchestra
“Little Dreamer” - Van Halen
“Debris” - The Faces

Commentary: Mr. Fredricks, Mr. Kowchevski, 
Mr. Rosso in character

2nd Commentary: Paul Feig, Ken Kwapis
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Episode 107

Original Production Number: 106
Shoot Date: 10/14/99 – 10/25/99
NBC Air Date: 1/17/00

Written by Patty Lin & Paul Feig 
Directed by Lesli Linka Glatter
GUEST STARRING:
Dave (Gruber) Allen … Jeff Rosso
Steve Bannos … Mr. Kowchevski

CO-STARRING:
Natasha Melnick … Cindy Sanders
Sarah Hagan … Millie Kentner
Jerry Messing … Gordon Crisp
Trace Beaulieu … Hector Lacovara
Stephanie Erb … Ms. Yeats
R.F. Daley … Mr. Mainzer
Riley Smith … Todd Schellinger
Tom Virtue … Mr. Simpson
Mark Allan Staubach … Mark

PAUL: This episode is all about how the excitement of a new relationship can suddenly turn 
into something really scary when you’re an inexperienced teenager. It contains some of my
favorite scenes of the series — Cindy and the vinyl chair, Mr. Weir’s Korean War speech and
Nick’s performance of Styx’s “Lady.” By the way, Mr. Weir’s store in this episode is pretty 
much a replica of my father’s old sporting goods/army surplus store in Michigan. This is a 
funny episode.

JUDD FUN FACT: Jason Segel singing “Lady” is also one of my favorites. We discussed many
songs for that scene. Chicago’s “Color My World” was seriously discussed. We almost used
something from the Journey catalogue. We debated whether or not we should use another 
Styx song, and decided you can never have enough Styx.

Music: 
“Whipping Post” - The Allman Brothers Band
“Lovin’, Touchin’, Squeezin’” - Journey
“Nights In White Satin” - The Moody Blues
“Lady” - Styx

Commentary: Judd Apatow, Linda Cardellini, John Francis Daley, 
Paul Feig, Samm Levine, Patty Lin, Jason Segel
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Disc Three
Episode 106

Original Production Number: 110
Shoot Date: 11/30/99 – 12/10/99
NBC Air Date: 1/10/00

Written by Judd Apatow & Paul Feig
Directed by Judd Apatow
GUEST STARRING:
Dave (Gruber) Allen … Jeff Rosso
Kevin Corrigan … Toby
Ben Foster … Eli
Jason Schwartzman … Howie Gelfan

CO-STARRING:
Kayla Ewell … Maureen Sampson
Sarah Hagan … Millie Kentner
Natasha Melnick … Cindy Sanders
Stephen Lea Sheppard … Harris Trinsky
Trace Beaulieu … Hector Lacovara
Joanna Garcia … Vicki Appleby
Jerry Messing … Gordon Crisp

PAUL: This episode is sometimes referred to as the “second pilot,” since it was written to help
us relaunch the series on a new night after we had been pulled off the air for two months. 
Judd and I wanted an episode that would reintroduce all the characters and that would be a 
bit lighter than some of our other episodes. Getting a fake ID seemed like a perennial teenage
problem, as did falling in love with a new girl in school. The show was also written to not
interrupt the flow between “I’m With the Band” and “Girlfriends and Boyfriends,” which were
part of a three-show story arc about the start and finish of Lindsay and Nick’s relationship.

JUDD FUN FACT: We lured Jason Schwartzman back to acting with this episode. I believe this 
is the first thing he did after his inspired turn in Rushmore. Kevin Corrigan, who plays Millie’s
cousin, starred in a sitcom pilot I shot the same year as Freaks and Geeks called Sick in the
Head. There is a tape of it in my grandmother’s basement if you want to see it.

Music: 
“C’Etait Toi (You Were The One)” - Billy Joel
“Rosalinda’s Eyes” - Billy Joel
“Don’t Ask Me Why” - Billy Joel
“Stomp!” - Brothers Johnson
“I’m Eighteen” performed by Dave (Gruber) Allen and Feedback
“American Band” performed by Dave (Gruber) Allen and Feedback

Commentary: Judd Apatow, Linda Cardellini, Paul Feig, Joanna Garcia, Samm Levine, Seth Rogen, 
Dave (Gruber) Allen, Jason Segel
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Disc Four
Episode 109

Original Production Number: 108
Shoot Date: 11/4/99 – 11/16/99
NBC Air Date: 1/31/00. Did not air on some West Coast 
stations because of a plane crash off the California coast.

Teleplay by Rebecca Kirshner 
Story by Judd Apatow & Rebecca Kirshner 
Directed by Ken Olin
GUEST STARRING:
Tom Wilson … Coach Ben Fredricks
Ann Dowd … Mrs. Kelly
Sam McMurray … Dr. Schweiber
Chauncey Leopardi … Alan White

CO-STARRING:
Jerry Messing … Gordon Crisp
Bruce Bohne … Alby Peakem
Denise Askew … Student Gym Teacher
Bill Chott … Señor O’Hara
Ron Marasco … Mr. Casper
Landry Barb II … Kobie Pilgrim
Matthew McKane … Mike Stevens
Blake C. Shields … Rick Phillips

PAUL: Former thirtysomething actor Ken Olin directed this episode, which contains two great
performances by Joe Flaherty and Becky Ann Baker as the Weirs confronting a crisis in their
marriage. On the geek side, we really wanted to see one of the geeks wanting to do well 
in gym class and what his rejection by the coach would drive him to. And since Martin Starr is
quite athletic in real life, we decided that Bill should be the one. This episode contains what I
think is one of the best music cues in the series, the use of XTC’s “No Language In Our Lungs”
during the getting-picked-last-in-gym scene. It was one of my favorite songs growing up, and it
really makes this moment transcend regular TV, I think.

JUDD FUN FACT: It was during the shooting of this episode that NBC told us that they were
ordering one more episode, when we were hoping for at least nine. We later convinced them to
order some more, but that day when I heard they ordered one, I lost my mind. As we shot the
baseball game, I paced on a nearby tennis court while screaming at an NBC executive at the
injustice of it all. Near the end of the call, I realized she was crying. Sometimes in the middle 
of the night I pop up in bed, reliving that moment, and cringe. So I would like to tell that
person something I should have said back then: “If you can’t play with the big dogs, get out 
of the game.” I’m sorry, I did it again.

Music: 
“Journey To The Center Of The Mind” - The Amboy Dukes
“No Language In Our Lungs” - XTC
“Theme From Diff’rent Strokes”- Al Burton and Gloria Loring
“Theme From What’s Happening!”
“Overture” (from Rocky II) - Bill Conti 

Commentary: Judd Apatow, Paul Feig, Rebecca Kirshner

2nd Commentary: Judd Apatow, Becky Ann Baker, 
Joe Flaherty
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Episode 108

Original Production Number: 107
Shoot Date: 10/26/99 – 11/10/99
NBC Air Date: 1/24/00

Written by Mike White 
Directed by Danny Leiner 
GUEST STARRING:
Tom Wilson … Coach Ben Fredricks

CO-STARRING:
Natasha Melnick … Cindy Sanders
Jarrett Lennon … Colin
Riley Smith … Todd Schellinger
Joanna Garcia … Vicki Appleby
Shia LaBeouf … Herbert
Samantha Shelton … Heidi Henderson
David Doty … Councilman Ritchie
Amy Wheaton … Pretty Girl
Matt Czuchry … Teenage Guy #1
Daniel Chacón … Teenage Guy #2

PAUL: I’ll be honest. When we came up with this episode, we were really excited that we were
going to get to make the costume for the McKinley High mascot, the Norseman. But when it
arrived on the set from the costume designer, we were all shocked. It was supposed to look very
cartoony and cheesy. Instead, what we got was the most disturbingly realistic giant Viking head
on the face of the Earth, complete with huge smiling teeth. However, once we got used to it, we
realized that it was really funny. You know . . . in a disturbing sort of way.

JUDD FUN FACT: Word on the street was that Mike
White didn’t like taking notes on his scripts, so when 
I gave him notes, he would do them in half an hour,
then hand it in a few days later, pretending it took that
long to write. While we were in production he would
occasionally mention a film he made that he thought
nobody would see, which he didn’t want to describe
because he thought the subject matter would make 
us uncomfortable. That movie was Chuck & Buck.

Music: 
“Dust In The Wind” - Kansas
“How Funky Is Your Chicken?” performed by McKinley High Cheerleaders
“Keep Yourself Alive” - Queen
“Everybody Wants Some” - Van Halen
“Stranglehold” - Ted Nugent
“Do Ya Wanna Touch Me (Oh Yeah)” - Joan Jett
“Hava Nagila” sung by Samm Levine
“The Song Is Over” - The Who

Commentary: The Fans - Geoff Black, Tami Lefko, Eric Williams
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Disc Three Extra Credit
Carded and Discarded
Bill and Eli (Original Teaser)  (1:07) 
Freaks Ditch School (Original Teaser)  (1:01) 
Geeks Eat Too Much  (1:24) 

Girlfriends and Boyfriends
Lindsay and Kim in Bathroom  (:54) 
Korea  (1:32) 
Lindsay Kisses Nick  (:49) 
Sam/Cindy/Lindsay/Nick Sequence  (4:01) 
Selling Yearbook Ads  (1:11) 
Sam “Listens” to Cindy (Original Ending)  (:48) 

We’ve Got Spirit
School Spirit/Lindsay and Nick  (1:23) 
Sam’s Mascot Audition  (2:16) 
Nick “Listens” to Lindsay  (2:31) 
Sam and Cindy Pyramid  (:22) 
Cindy Asks Sam About Todd’s Call  (:49) 

Auditions
Seth Rogen (Freak Reefer)  (1:22) 

Behind the Scenes
Get Busy  (:55) 
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Episode 111

Original Production Number: 111
Shoot Date: 12/10/99 – 12/21/99
NBC Air Date: 3/13/00. Originally scheduled to air on 2/14/00.

Written by Gabe Sachs & Jeff Judah & Patty Lin 
Directed by Bryan Gordon
GUEST STARRING:
Sam McMurray … Dr. Schweiber
Jessica Campbell … Amy
Amy Aquino … Mrs. Schweiber
David Bowe … Salesman

CO-STARRING:
Tava Smiley … Carol
Jody Jones … Cowboy
Jane Morris … Hygienist
Ben Hecht … Walter

PAUL: This episode is based on a true-life experience of one of our producers, Jeff Judah, 
who also cowrote the script. Judd wanted to begin a story line in which Neal’s parents would
begin going through a long and painful divorce (which unfortunately was a big part of Judd’s
childhood). Sam McMurray is really great as Neal’s funny but troubled father, and the scene 
in his dentist’s office with Sam is both funny and extremely uncomfortable (especially for John
Francis Daley). A bit of trivia — the device Neal’s dad puts in Sam’s mouth in this scene was 
a gag Judd used to use in his old stand-up routine.

JUDD FUN FACT: This episode has some fun guest stars. Sam McMurray of Raising Arizona
fame; Amy Aquino, who is in tons of stuff but is especially hilarious in Curb Your Enthusiasm;
and Dave Bowe, the counselor from the sports camp in the kids comedy classic Heavyweights.
OK, I cowrote that film, and Paul was one of the stars. Maybe classic is pushing it, but certainly
worth renting if only to see Paul in tight shorts (as opposed to tight pants), Ben Stiller as Tony
Perkis and Shaun Weiss, the bass player for Creation.

Music: 
“25 Or 6 To 4” performed by McKinley High Marching Band
“When The Saints Go Marching In” performed by McKinley High Marching Band
“Go, Fight, Win” performed by McKinley High Marching Band
“Beautiful Loser” - Bob Seger
“Let The Good Times Roll” - The Cars
“Karn Evil #9” - Emerson, Lake & Palmer
“Devil Went Down To Georgia” - The Charlie Daniels Band
“Amie” - Pure Prairie League
“Free Bird” - Lynyrd Skynyrd

Commentary: Judd Apatow, John Francis Daley, Paul Feig, Jeff Judah, 
Sam McMurray, Seth Rogen, Gabe Sachs

2nd Commentary: Paul Feig, Bryan Gordon, Samm Levine
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Disc Four Extra Credit
The Diary
Kim’s Mom  (1:00)
Parents Search Room  (1:09) 
Bill in Rosso’s Office  (4:07) 
Fredricks Tries to Find Phone Pranker  (1:03) 
Bill in Mr. Fredricks’ Office  (2:23) 
Fredricks Accuses Sam of Pranks  (2:12) 

Looks and Books
Superstud  (1:31) 
Full Sam Dance in Mirror  (1:04) 
Freaks Make Lindsay’s Life Worse  (1:01) 
Daniel Asks Kowchevski to Tutor Him  (:49) 
Nick at Mathlete Competition  (:41) 

The Garage Door
Ken and Tuba Girl Exchange Barbs  (:47) 
Sam in Dentist Chair  (1:50) 

Auditions
Busy Philipps (Slumming)  (1:17)

Behind the Scenes
Samm Levine in Locker  (1:06) 

Episode 110

Original Production Number: 109
Shoot Date: 11/17/99 – 11/30/99
NBC Air Date: 2/7/00

Written by Paul Feig 
Directed by Ken Kwapis
GUEST STARRING:
Dave (Gruber) Allen … Jeff Rosso Chauncey Leopardi … Alan White
Steve Bannos … Mr. Kowchevski Susan Krebs … Housewife
Joel Hodgson … Salesman

CO-STARRING:
Natasha Melnick … Cindy Sanders Brandy Warren … Mathlete #1
Sarah Hagan … Millie Kentner Percy Daggs III … Mathlete #2
Stephen Lea Sheppard … Harris Trinsky Stephanie Erb … Ms. Yeats
Jerry Messing … Gordon Crisp Judith Drake … Dolores
Alex Breckenridge … Shelly Weaver Ben Ziff … Jock #1
Molly Maguire … Carey Ron Lester … Seidleman
Olivia Hack … Erin Scott McAfee … Jock #2
Riley Smith … Todd Schellinger Michael Clayton McCarthy … Judge
Jason Lansing … Bully #1

PAUL: This episode was inspired by three things. One was a car accident I got into about one
week after I got my driver’s license. The second was a desire to show Lindsay as she was in the
years before she decided to join the freaks. And the third was the fact that when I was a junior
in high school, I bought a powder blue disco jumpsuit that I wore to school one day (emphasis
on the phrase ONE DAY). Take special notice of the really cool Mathlete music our composer
Michael Andrews wrote and performed for this show and the fine performance by Mystery
Science Theater 3000 creator, Joel Hodgson, as the disco clothing store salesman.

JUDD FUN FACT: The song “Take The Long Way Home” by Supertramp was supposed to be in
the episode “The Garage Door,” over the scene where they search for the garage door, but Paul
stole it and put it in this episode. Don’t mess with the creator.

Music: 
“I’m The Man” and “Look Sharp” - Joe Jackson
“Slip Kid” - The Who
“Stomp!” - The Brothers Johnson
“Flamethrower” - J.Geils Band
“Take The Long Way Home” - Supertramp

Commentary: Judd Apatow, John Francis Daley, Paul Feig, Samm Levine,
Natasha Melnick, Jerry Messing, Stephen Lea Sheppard, Martin Starr

2nd Commentary: Paul Feig, Ken Kwapis
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Episode 113

Original Production Number: 114
Shoot Date: 1/25/00 – 2/3/00
NBC Air Date: UNAIRED. Originally scheduled to air on 3/27/00. 
Aired on Fox Family Channel on 10/10/00.

Written by Judd Apatow & Bob Nickman 
Directed by Judd Apatow 
GUEST STARRING:
Tom Wilson … Coach Ben Fredricks Meagen Fay … Mrs. Kentner
Claudia Christian … Gloria Haverchuck Chauncey Leopardi … Alan White

CO-STARRING:
Sarah Hagan … Millie Kentner Jerry Messing … Gordon Crisp
Steve Bannos … Mr. Kowchevski Jason Lansing … Ernie
Mark Allan Staubach … Mark Matthew McKane … Mike Stevens

PAUL: This was the beginning of what we had hoped would be a long-term relationship 
between Coach Fredricks and Bill’s mom. Unfortunately, we were cancelled before we could
really explore it, but you can see where it was heading in this episode. On the freak side, since
we always liked trying to get our characters to interact with their opposite groups, the idea of
trying to turn Millie into a freak was too much to resist. The freaks’ obsession with The Who
and Bill’s after-school grilled cheese and TV-watching session are torn right from the pages of
Judd’s life. Oh, and the infamous “Lady L” is in this episode too!

JUDD FUN FACT: Nobody is funnier than Tom Wilson. Mr. Fredricks is a wonderful character,
because Tom was able to show his vulnerable side and his asshole side in equal measure. 
Can you have an asshole side? This is why I like to write for actors playing high school students.
My vocabulary is for shit. Can something be “for shit”? I’ve got to buy one of those vocabulary
books. I really need to learn more words.

Music: 
“I’m Free” - The Who 
“I’m One” - The Who 
“Boris The Spider” - The Who 
“Love Reign O’er Me” - The Who
“Squeeze Box” - The Who
“Goin’ Mobile” - The Who
“Drowned” - The Who
“Michael Row The Boat Ashore” performed by Jason Segel, James Franco and Seth Rogen
“Lady L” written and performed by Jason Segel
“Summer Breeze” - Seals & Crofts

Commentary: Judd Apatow, Claudia Christian, Sarah Hagan, Bob Nickman, Busy Philipps, 
Seth Rogen, Martin Starr, Tom Wilson
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Disc Five
Episode 112

Original Production Number: 112
Shoot Date: 1/4/00 – 1/13/00
NBC Air Date: 3/20/00. Originally 
scheduled to air on 2/21/00.

Written by Judd Apatow 
Directed by Miguel Arteta
GUEST STARRING:
Leslie Mann … Ms. Foote
Dave (Gruber) Allen … Jeff Rosso
Claudia Christian … Gloria Haverchuck
Chauncey Leopardi … Alan White
Doug Spinuza … Frank

CO-STARRING:
Sarah Hagan … Millie Kentner
Kayla Ewell … Maureen Sampson
Joanna Garcia … Vicki Appleby
Mark Allan Staubach … Mark
Jerry Messing … Gordon Crisp
Steve Bannos … Mr. Kowchevski
Peggy Miley … Lunch Lady
Charlie Hartsock … Mr. Johnson
Ruth Rudnick … Mrs. Johnson
Alexander Gould … Ronnie
Ben Livingston … Doctor
Brian Hartt … Ben White
Jason Lansing … Ernie

PAUL: We were cancelled two days after this episode aired. I don’t think it was the fault of the
episode, however, since I think it’s a good one. We had wanted to do a show about pot smoking,
since it was such a big part of the freak lifestyle. And we loved the idea of seeing how an honor
student like Lindsay would deal with the effects of getting high the first time. And having the
geek side of the story be about Bill’s peanut allergy just seemed like the perfect counterpoint to
this. It’s medicinal mayhem at its finest! (Man, no wonder we got cancelled.)

JUDD FUN FACT: Jake Kasdan thinks this episode aired and someone high up at NBC watched
the show with his family and decided to cancel us. It took months to negotiate the drug use in
this episode with the NBC censors. We wanted to do a show where someone took drugs. One of
the heads of standards and practices pitched us the idea of someone taking drugs and freaking
out. They thought it should be acid. We thought it would work with pot. Almost every scene 
was debated, and in the end I think we produced an episode with a subtle but strong anti-pot
message. We were rewarded with our walking papers. How’s that for a very special episode of
Freaks and Geeks?

Music: 
“Charlie’s Angels Theme”
“Smokin’” - Boston
“Fat Bottomed Girls” - Queen
“Hi-De-Ho” - Blood, Sweat & Tears
“Aqualung” - Jethro Tull
“Little Green Bag” - George Baker
“Baby, Don’t Get Hooked On Me” - Mac Davis

Commentary: Judd Apatow, Miguel Arteta, 
Sarah Hagan, Seth Rogen, Martin Starr
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Disc Six
Episode 115

Original Production Number: 116
Shoot Date: 2/16/00 – 2/28/00
NBC Air Date: 7/8/00. Originally scheduled 
to air on 4/10/00. 

Written by Steve Bannos 
Directed by Jake Kasdan
GUEST STARRING:
Natasha Melnick … Cindy Sanders
Shaun Weiss … Sean
AND Kevin Tighe … Mr. Andopolis

CO-STARRING:
Joanna Garcia … Vicki Appleby
Kayla Ewell … Maureen Sampson
Stephen Lea Sheppard … Harris Trinsky
Jerry Messing … Gordon Crisp
Trace Beaulieu … Hector Lacovara
Samaire Armstrong … Laurie
Jessica Smith … Mona

PAUL: Knowing that we were on the verge of being cancelled, we decided to let Sam and Cindy
finally go out on a real date. And we liked the idea of Nick moving in with the Weirs (kudos to
Jason Segel for letting us show him in his underwear) and getting to see what a normal family
is like (well, FAIRLY normal). There are some great group scenes with all our geeks discussing
their hopes and fears about dating in this one and a terrific performance by Oscar® nominee
Kevin Tighe (Eight Men Out) as Nick’s dad. Oh, and by the way, in case you were wondering,
“Academy Award® and Oscar®” are the registered trademarks and service marks of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.

JUDD FUN FACT: This was a difficult episode for us because we had to have our lovable geeks
kiss girls for the first time. We didn’t know if Martin and John had done much of that in real
life (we assumed all their stories were lies), so it was uncomfortable to make them do that on
camera in front of a union crew. Jake yelling out directions such as “Keep kissing!” and “Really
go for it this time!” was too reminiscent of Boogie Nights for me. Our young men were very brave
and somehow survived.

Music: 
“Tom Sawyer” - Rush
“The Monster” - Gene Krupa and Buddy Rich
“Katmandu” - Bob Seger
“You’ll Accomp’ny Me” - Bob Seger
“Poor Poor Pitiful Me” - Warren Zevon

Commentary: John Francis Daley, Paul Feig,
Samm Levine, Natasha Melnick, Jerry Messing,
Stephen Lea Sheppard, Martin Starr 

2nd Commentary: The Girls - Linda Cardellini,
Joanna Garcia, Natasha Melnick, Sarah Hagan 
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Episode 114

Original Production Number: 115
Shoot Date: 2/4/00 – 2/15/00
NBC Air Date: UNAIRED. Originally scheduled to air on
4/3/00. Aired on Fox Family Channel on 10/17/00.

Written by J. Elvis Weinstein 
Directed by Jake Kasdan
GUEST STARRING:
Amy Aquino … Mrs. Schweiber Sam McMurray … Dr. Schweiber
Dave (Gruber) Allen … Jeff Rosso Shawnee Free Jones … Jenna Zank
David Krumholtz … Barry Schweiber Bianca Kajlich … Piercing Girl

CO-STARRING:
Steve Bannos … Mr. Kowchevski John Apicella … Dr. Latz
Trace Beaulieu … Hector Lacovara Andy MacKenzie … Big Punk
Ron Lester … Seidleman Sid Garza-Hillman … Freshly Pierced Guy
Joel Madison … Mr. Botwinick Rowan Shifrin … Mohawk Guy
Joanna Canton … Cheerleader Brandon Peterson … Punk

PAUL: James Franco came to us when we were first planning out the season and said he wanted
his character to become a punk rocker. We thought the idea sounded cool but wanted to make
sure that his progression into this world felt natural. And so using his angst over his family life
and his relationship with Kim made it seem like a natural progression for his character. As for
the geeks, what’s funnier and more disturbing than Neal letting out his anxiety over his parents’
divorce via a ventriloquist’s dummy? Neal’s routine at their cocktail party is a real highpoint of
this episode.

JUDD FUN FACT: When my parents got divorced, I didn’t get into ventriloquism, I became
obsessed with becoming a stand-up comedian. I started washing dishes at The East Side Comedy
Club just so I could watch them work. A young comic used to come in, and when he was heckled
he would say, “I don’t care what you say, because I’m 21, I’m black and I have a bigger dick
than you.” That man’s name was Eddie Murphy. Pretty dramatic ending, huh?

Music: 
“Spacefunk” - Paul Feig
“Rise Above” - Black Flag
“Your Phone Is Off The Hook But You’re Not” - X
“You’re Nobody ’Til Somebody Loves You” - Dean Martin
“Lime Green” performed by Diesel Boy 
“Happy Street” performed by Diesel Boy 
“Punk Rock 101” performed by Diesel Boy

Commentary: Judd Apatow, James Franco

2nd Commentary: Michael Andrews, Jake Kasdan
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Disc Five Extra Credit
Chokin’ and Tokin’
Lunch Line Nick  (1:24) 
Rosso’s Stoned Buddy  (3:42) 
Dr. Dunk – Former State Champion  (1:24) 
Lindsay Babysits High  (1:17) 
Stoned Lindsay and Kid  (:32) 
Geeks Invite Girls Goofy Golfing  (1:01) 

Dead Dogs and Gym Teachers
Full Lady L  (3:05) 
Ken Breaks Guitar  (:39) 

Noshing and Moshing
Bill Dances to Spacefunk  (1:06)
Freaks Talk About Punk Girl  (:55) 

Bloopers
Bloopers (Misc.)  (2:58) 

SCTV Promo
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Episode 117

Original Production Number: 113
Shoot Date: 1/13/00 – 1/24/00
NBC Air Date: 7/8/00. Originally scheduled to air on 4/24/00.

Written and Directed by Paul Feig 
GUEST STARRING:
Dave (Gruber) Allen … Jeff Rosso
Steve Higgins … Mr. Fleck
Joel Hodgson … D.J.

CO-STARRING:
Lizzy Caplan … Sara
Stephen Lea Sheppard … Harris Trinsky
Jerry Messing … Gordon Crisp
Steve Bannos … Mr. Kowchevski
Ron Marasco … Mr. Caspar
Trace Beaulieu … Hector Lacovara
Samaire Armstrong … Laurie
Russel Harper … Victor
Flynn Warner … Freak
Teddy Lane, Jr. … Bouncer
Joe Monti … Eugene
Ben Ziff … Jock #1
Scott McAfee … Jock #2

PAUL: We knew this was going to be our last episode, and so we wanted to put all the characters
into a new place in their lives. This was based heavily on my brief days in high school as a disco
dancer, and the bowling alley disco is right out of my Michigan home town. Even though Judd
was nervous about doing a story about Dungeons & Dragons, I had been desperate to show the
game in an honest light, since it’s so often been portrayed as something that causes kids to lose
their minds. As for Lindsay and the Grateful Dead, well, you can’t go wrong when you’ve got
songs from American Beauty on your soundtrack. I’m very proud of this episode, which was
nominated for an Emmy® for “Best Writing in a Comedy Series” in 2001 (a year and a half after
we were cancelled!).

JUDD FUN FACT: This episode was our finale, but we were 
so paranoid about getting cancelled that we shot it several
episodes before the last week of production, just in case the
ax came down early. This is something that the makers of 
Alf never got the chance to do.

Music: 
“Hot Number” - Foxy
“Box Of Rain” - Grateful Dead
“Ripple” - Grateful Dead
“I Don’t Want To Be A Freak” - Dynasty
“I Will Survive” - Gloria Gaynor
“The Groove Line” - Heatwave
“Space Funk” - Paul Feig

Commentary: Judd Apatow, Linda Cardellini, John Francis Daley, 
Paul Feig, Samm Levine, Stephen Lea Sheppard, Jason Segel
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Episode 116

Original Production Number: 117
Shoot Date: 2/29/00 – 3/9/00
NBC Air Date: 7/8/00. Originally scheduled 
to air on 4/17/00.

Teleplay by Jon Kasdan 
Story by Jon Kasdan & Judd Apatow 
& Mike White 
Directed by Jake Kasdan 
GUEST STARRING:
Natasha Melnick … Cindy Sanders
Jessica Campbell … Amy
Dave (Gruber) Allen … Jeff Rosso

CO-STARRING:
Joanna Garcia … Vicki Appleby Trace Beaulieu … Hector Lacovara
Stephen Lea Sheppard … Harris Trinsky Matthew McKane … Mike Stevens
Jerry Messing … Gordon Crisp AND Steve Bannos … Mr. Kowchevski
Riley Smith … Todd Schellinger

PAUL: This is the show we were all scared of. It started when Judd, Mike White and Jon Kasdan
decided that it’d be funny if Ken finally got a girlfriend and it turned out that she had a penis.
Many drafts of this script were written, and at one point, most of the producers wanted to drop
the idea. However, Judd, Jon and I decided that this one was too big of a challenge to back
down from. This episode ended up receiving a nomination from GLAAD for its honest portrayal
of a girl with ambiguous genitalia. The other surprise in this episode is finding out what Cindy
Sanders is really like. This is a good one.

JUDD FUN FACT: I decided to have Ken’s girlfriend have ambiguous genitalia after hearing
someone talk about that circumstance on the Howard Stern Show. I made sure we handed the
script to the network at the last possible minute so it would be too late to kill the main story
idea. They couldn’t believe we were doing it, but I guess they knew our cancellation was coming
any day and didn’t feel like there was any point in forcing us to make changes to a show that
would never air on their network. Pay attention to Seth Rogen’s performance, it is sweet,
heartbreaking and hilarious.

Music: 
“When The Saints Go Marching In” performed by McKinley High Marching Band
“If My Friends Could See Me Now” - Linda Clifford
“Hail To The Chief” performed by McKinley High Marching Band
“Fashion” - David Bowie
“The Road” - Jackson Browne

Commentary: Judd Apatow, Jon Kasdan, Seth Rogen, Mike White
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Disc Six Extra Credit
Smooching and Mooching
Cindy and Todd Ignore Each Other  (1:18) 
Weir All-Study Hour  (3:38) 
Sam Asks Cindy About Party  (1:01) 
Lindsay Tells Freaks About Nick  (1:10) 

The Little Things
Our Creepiest Moment  (1:46) 
Kowchevski’s Secret  (3:28) 
Bill Kisses Neal  (:24) 

Discos and Dragons
Daniel Good at D&D  (:42) 
Nick vs. the Magician  (4:09) 

Bloopers
Closer Blooper Reel  (2:24)

Thanks
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Disc 7 
Museum of Television & Radio 
William S. Paley Festival Q&A* (1:13:06)

Table Read
Kim Kelly Is My Friend  (49:36)

Deleted Scenes
Former Mascot Gives Sam Tips (We’ve Got Spirit)  (:40)  
Fredricks’ Soft Side (Dead Dogs and Gym Teachers)  (1:57)  
Sam and Cindy Are a Couple (The Little Things)  (1:18)  
Cindy at the Weir Table (The Little Things)  (1:34)  
Ken Drills Nick About Disco (Discos and Dragons)  (2:54)  

Auditions
The Freaks
Linda’s First Audition (Grandma Scene)  (1:38) 
Linda’s First Audition (Cold Open & Dinner Scene)  (2:20) 
Jason Segel Audition (T-shirt Scene)  (1:54) 
Seth Rogen Audition (T-shirt)  (1:17)

The Geeks
John’s First Audition (Cold Open)  (1:27) 
John’s First Audition (Cindy Scene)  (1:12) 
Martin Starr Audition (Geek Talk)  (1:32) 
Samm Levine Audition (Fight Talk)  (2:14) 

Students of McKinley High
Sarah Hagan Audition (Dance Discussion)  (1:00) 
Sarah Hagan Audition (Academic Decathlon)  (:48) 
Natasha Melnick Audition  (2:11) 
Chauncey Leopardi  (1:07) 
Mark Allan Staubach  (1:07)  
Shaun Weiss Audition  (2:00)  

Smorgasbord
Raw Footage
Nick’s Drum Kit (Pilot)  (2:34)   
Dinner Scene – Linda’s Coverage (Pilot)  (3:20)  
Bill Will Eat Anything (Tricks and Treats)  (5:20)  
Harris and Judith (Tests and Breasts)  (1:04)  

Odds & Sods
Franco and Daley A/V Club Moment (Discos and Dragons) (:23)
Shawn Mocks Weir Family Photo (Beers and Weirs)  (:31)  
Bill Prepares for Spin the Bottle (Smooching andMooching) (3:23)
Laughing Alan Recites Phony Phone Call (The Diary)  (1:55)  
Nick at Lindsay’s Door (We’ve Got Spirit)  (:33)  
Is Bowie Gay? (The Little Things)  (1:18) 
Dead Heads at Lunch (Discos and Dragons)  (:44)   
Nick Talks to Oreo (We’ve Got Spirit)  (:23)  
Sam Eats Banana (Kim Kelly Is My Friend)  (:30)  
Flaherty at Breakfast (Beers and Weirs)  (:58)  

Long Live Rock!
Jesus Is Just Alright (Beers and Weirs)  (2:16)  

Mr. Rosso Live in Concert
18 (Acoustic) (Carded and Discarded)  (2:24)  
18 (Electric) (Carded and Discarded)  (2:53) 

Sober Students Improv Players (Beers and Weirs) (5:01)

Tales of the Secret Service (The Little Things)  (7:14)

Photo Galleries 

Disc 8
Table Reads
I’m With the Band  (47:18)
Girlfriends and Boyfriends (51:41)

NBC Promos
Original NBC Electronic Press Kit  (24:00) 
Five More Promos  (1:51)

Behind the Scenes
All Star Rerun Geekathon  (2:26)
A Little Starr  (1:18)
Sarah Hagan  (2:50)
The Day the Freak Died  (3:57)

Auditions
F&G Alternate Universe
Linda’s First Audition (As Kim Kelly)  (1:53) 
Samm Levine Audition (As Sam With Shatner)  (4:20) 
Busy Philipps Audition (As Lindsay)  (1:22)   
Seth Rogen Audition (As Geek)  (1:51) 
Joe Flaherty Audition (As Mr. Fredricks)  (1:36) 

The Authority Figures
Joe Flaherty Audition (She Died)  (1:42) 
Becky Ann Baker (Smoking Scene)  (1:56)  
Becky Ann Baker (Homecoming Dance)  (1:08)  
Tom Wilson Audition (Dodgeball)  (2:11)  
Steve Bannos Audition  (:27) 
Dave (Gruber) Allen Audition  (1:26)
Stephen Lea Sheppard Audition (Geeks Fighting)  (1:05)  
Stephen Lea Sheppard Audition (Freak Reefer)  (:54)    

Smorgasbord
Raw Footage
Beautiful Body (I’m With the Band)  (2:55)  
Howie Hands Out Fake IDs (Carded and Discarded) (2:08)  
Nick Sings Lady to Lindsay (Girlfriends and Boyfriends) (3:04)
Geeks Watch SNL (The Garage Door)  (2:14)  
Bill’s Reward (Smooching and Mooching)  (3:08)  

Odds & Sods
Kowchevski Catches Sam (I’m With the Band)  (1:18)  
Kowchevski Catches Sam Improvathon (I’m With the Band) (1:52)
Ken Miller Acne Riff (The Garage Door)  (:30)  
Rosso’s Beat-up Story (Tests and Breasts)  (3:39)  
Beat-up Makeup Test (Tricks and Treats)  (:35)  
Sam and Cindy Get Political (The Little Things)  (1:39)  
Corrigan and Cock (Carded and Discarded)  (:33)
Stare at Her (The Garage Door)  (:59)  
Bill Is Still Preparing (Smooching and Mooching)  (1:43) 

Seven Minutes in Heaven (1:49)

Graduation (2:30)

Thanks, Goodbye (2:48)
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*A Freaks and Geeks Drinking Game: Every time
you see Paul give a thumbs-up during the Museum Q&A,
take a shot of your favorite spirit. Within 10 minutes, you’ll
be rushed to the hospital with alcohol poisoning. Have fun!
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Thanks
From Judd Apatow:
DreamWorks - Jeffrey Katzenberg, Justin Falvey, Joe Aguilar, Anthony Jackson, Melissa Hendricks; Richard Williams; 
Shout! Factory - Garson Foos, Richard Foos, Bob Emmer; Victor Hsu, the www.freaksandgeeks.com regulars, Factory Labs; 
NBC - Scott Sassa, Karey Burke, Shelley McCrory, Erin Gough and Garth Ancier for not interfering before you cancelled us.

To Leslie, Maude and Iris - I love you; my entire family for making me neurotic enough to make a living; Jimmy Miller for
believing in me when there was no reason to; Jeffrey Katzenberg for your support; Jay Sures, Rob Mandel, Dan Aloni and 
John Lesher for helping secure my children’s college educations; Garry Shandling for teaching me most of what I know; 
Ben Stiller for attempting to help us with your cameo (too bad we were cancelled before it aired); to the writers, directors, 
actors and crew who gave so much of themselves to make this show everything we dreamt it could be. I loved every minute 
of it (except the back surgery). Paul, thank you for letting me be a part of your vision. Jake, without you, none of this would 
have come out right. Thank you.

From Paul Feig:
To all the www.freaksandgeeks.com regulars for taking care of us. Your enthusiasm, support, kindness, letter writing, ad placing
and love kept us going through the good times, the bad times and the invisible times. Without you, we truly are nothing.

To the fine folks at Factory Labs, for keeping the Web site going and giving our supporters such a nice cyber home in which to
warm themselves.

To the entire cast, crew, office staff, writers, producers and directors who put so much of their hearts and souls into a goofy little
cancelled TV show and who made production one of the most fun experiences of my life. You are all my heroes.

To the gang at Shout! Factory for knowing that there might actually be some people out there who would want to buy these DVDs
and might actually care that the packaging looked good. You’re our knights in shining armor.

To Richard, for being the King Arthur who brought us to the above round table in the first place. Your energy, enthusiasm and
tenacity made these DVDs a reality. Standing ovation for you, my friend.

To Andrew, who got all this DVD stuff dumped in his lap, along with cartons of tapes, scripts, binders, music and everything else
that’s been gathering dust for three years. You did a fantastic job. I salute you and thank you for allowing me to avoid having to
do any of it.

To DreamWorks for believing in my pilot script and then the series. Thanks for protecting us, for helping us, for being nice to us
and for making it all possible. If Freaks and Geeks were a school, then you’re the coolest teachers and administrators a district
ever had.

To NBC, for letting us even make these shows and put them out for all of America to see. True, all of America didn’t tune in, but
the ones who did made it all worthwhile. And you were all a blast to work with. And you gave good notes. What’s up with that?
Don’t you know you’re a TV network???

To Fred, Gary, Renee, Rob, Mark, Ann, Lani, Warren and Corey for taking care of all that business stuff that has to be taken care
of. I never did well in either math or debate, so I’m glad you’re all around to cover for me.

To Peter, Betsy, Rob, Helen, Hannah, Peggy, Howard, Scott, Maureen, Lee, Shel, Sam, Brett, Leslie, Laurel, Philip, Fred, Joan,
Terry, Barbara, Bill, Irene, Ken, Nancy, Beth, Vince, the kids and the Sampsons for all the love and support. You’ve made me 
who I am (that’s right, it’s your fault!).

To Jake, who helped make so much of the show what it was. Thanks for taking my muddled vision and making it real, for putting
up with me in those beginning days and for not throwing me off the set. Plenty of other directors would have (I think I probably
would have). You were such a joy to work with, and your energy, creativity and experience made this show a lot better than it
might have been. And, if that weren’t enough, you bought me a chair too! You were really brought up right, I’d say!

To Judd, who made this all happen. We’ve been stand-ups together, Ranchers together, actors together (even though you cut 
your own scene out of Heavyweights) and now writers, directors and producers together. You took my spec pilot and turned it
into a series that I will be proud of for the rest of my life. You taught me how to work with people, how to deal with people, 
how to write with people and how to make something good with people. I’ll probably be eternally thanking you, and I couldn’t 
be happier to do it. I am your #1 fan (yes, even bigger than Maude) and will always be proud to call you my friend. Thank you, 
thank you, and . . . oh, yeah . . . Thank You!

And to my wife, Laurie, for encouraging me to write this show in the first place that one night at dinner when I told you the title 
I had come up with for a high school show; for liking the script and suggesting that I send it to Judd; for not complaining about
me being gone so much during the endless hours of writing, pre-production, production and post-production, even though I know
you’d rather have had me around (go figure!); for encouraging me every time I’m sure I have no talent; for being my reader, my
critic, my helper, my fan, and for thinking I’m actually cool; for not laughing at me when you knew it would hurt my feelings; 
for loving me, for marrying me and for believing in me. Let this be a lesson to all of you out there: Things can work out for geeks. 

Oh, yeah, one more: to Mom and Dad. One of the things that people dread the most in life is losing their parents. In the last few
years, I’ve lost you both. And yet, even though I miss you terribly, I feel you both with me every day. You were the best parents 
a person could have, and I know that you were both proud of me. Parts of you live on through Harold and Jean Weir, and the 
rest of you live on in my memory and in all the people whose lives you touched. Thanks for actually wanting me to go into this
business. I will always try to continue to make you proud. I love you both.

OK, one more group to thank: Thanks to Ron White, Mark Allen, Frank Gutenkuntz and Kevin Jones for being so mean to me
way back when. Your bullying in junior high and high school truly made Freaks and Geeks possible. I know that you must be 
nice guys by now, and I wish you all the very best in life. Truly.

But, really, did you have to be so mean?

Cue the fat lady.
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